"An expert is someone who
knows more and more about
less and less until he knows
absolutely everything about
nothing."
-Unknown
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Back from its temporary
closing last year, The Grad
Club is rocking again with
great bands, good and inexpensive food, and an atmosphere that will enliven
any student. (And check
out
those
murals!)
Everything you need to
know is in Features, page
10.

The sickness is salmonella.
What is it? Can it affect
you? The answers are in
Science, page 18.
The Quiz is joined this
week by "The Puzzle."
Check it out in Books, page
20.
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Really Sucks
Today: Afternoon showers, high 52°,
low 45', SE winds at 10 mph.
Tonight: Heavy showers, 40°-45°, W
winds at 10-20 mph.
Saturday: Partly cloudy, breezy, high
58°, low 42'.
Sunday: Sunny, high 56°.
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Thurow rips apart
American policies
on budget, trade

THIS
WEEK

Not content to rest on their
laurels, U2 climbs for new
heights with its newest
album, Rattle and Hum.
Phil's review is in Arts,
page 15.

Weekend Weather

by Aaron Goldenberg

John MIsa

Treasurer Eugene Sunshine said the University sold much of its stock
before last year's Wall Street crash, minimizing Hopkins' losses.

the President's Council of
Economic Advisors, cited the
Lester Thurow, dean of the dependence the United States
Sloan School of Management at economy has built upon the conThe Massachusetts Institute of tinuation of foreign loans as a maTechnology, criticized what some jor source of concern for the next
pundits have termed the United president of the United States.
States' "credit card mentality"
He suggested that efforts to
and its youth as the primary balance the federal budget and
sources of U.S. debt problems improve the U.S. balance of trade
and U.S. decline as a world be improved to help fend off an
economic power in the first economic recession, should
Milton S. Eisenhower Sym-' foreign economic assistance be
posium lecture Tuesday.
cut off in the next few years.
Thurow, a former member of
Thurow conceded, however,
that the likelihood of convincing
the American people to agree to
higher personal savings, higher
taxes, and fewer federal services
to prevent an economic recession
is slim.
For the past four years, the
decided to stop investing heavily American economy has been
in equities [preferred and other growing at a rate of 3-3.5 percent
stock] and focus more on fixed- a year, a phenomenon that
term investments such as bonds Thurow found interesting, considering the history of extreme
and treasury notes.
Also, the trustees followed a volatility of the American
policy of not buying stocks on economy.
Thurow proposed a reason for
margin or on option, so even
though the University's stocks the ceiling and floor of this very
lost over ten percent of their narrow "growth tunnel." If the
market value during the week of United States economy were to
the crash, the University did not grow at a rate of more than four
have to liquidate immediately any percent a year, twice the world
stocks and continued to receive average, he said the dollar's value
would be high and the U.S.
dividends.
The University endowment has would incur an enormous trade
averaged a sixteen-percent annual deficit.
As a result, the Federal
growth rate over the past ten

University emerges from
1987 crash squeaky clean
by Steven Mizrach
Everyone remembers the big
stock market crash of last year—
the infamous "Black Monday"—and the devastating horror
stories of terrified investors,
right? Stocks plummeted and people lost billions of dollars on
paper as the trading volume
reached an incredible peak.
Truth be told, Hopkins remained virtually unaffected in terms of

its overall endowment for fiscal
year 1987. According to Senior
Vice President for Adminstration
and Treasurer Eugene Sunshine,
the general depreciation of the
value of the University's investment portfolio for the year was
only about one percent, mostly a
result of interest rates and other
economic variables.
The reason for the University's
"crash survival" was that its
Board of Trustees had earlier

Freshmen off to the polls
Another class, another elec- terian, Hasan Shanawani, and
tion. The freshmen will be going Karen Shaw.
to the polls to select their class
Competing for the treasurer's
officers.
spot are only two candidates,
Elections will be held Tuesday Evelyn Jerone and Veronica
from 10 a.m. to 11 p.m. in AMR Rodriguez. Three candidates,
II, just outside the mail room. Eric Dilda, Gail Gedachian, and
Freshmen must cull their choices Arthur Mark, are in the running
for president, vice president, for class treasurer.
secretary, treasurer, and three
Finally, the race for represen, representatives from a list of
thirty-one candidates.
Run-off elections will take
place Tuesday, November 1 from
10 a.m. to midnight in the same
location. The top two candidates
in all races except that for by Gregory W. Fortsch
representative will participate in
the run-off. The top five can"Paid parking could be a workdidates in the representative race ing system by the end of the
will appear in the run-off. A can- semester," said Student Council
didates forum was held late last President Lou Giangiulio in
night, too late for coverage in the outlining the Council's shortNews-Letter.
team goals at Wednesday evenRunning for the presidency are ing's meeting.
Charles "Bron" Jones, Michael
Speaking with the administraMcNamara, Jenelle Troxell, tion, Giangiulio has proposed a
Blake J. Werth, and Tracy variety of terms, including the
Williams. The president, along establishment of a student lot adwith the three representatives, jacent to University Parkway near
become voting members of the the bleachers on Homewood
Student Council.
Field. Giangiulio believed the exIn the race for vice president isting lot would be ideal "for
are seven candidates, Michael practices and access to the
Albrecht, Amol S. Bapat, Scott Athletic Center." Although the
L. Haag, Ashley Hou, Art In- lot is not the closest one to cam-

tative is clogged with fourteen
candidates, including Susan
Boyle, Justin Chandler, Raymond
Cho, Mona Foad, Craig
Freeman, Jorge A. Gana, Kelly
Gebo, Akash Tasneem Hogue,
Chris Post, Jay Rao, Lyle
Roberts, Debbie Roth, Amy San-

See FINANCES, 3

See THUROW, 2

See ELECTIONS, 3

Council proposes
changes for parking
pus, it represents what could be
a compromise with the
administration.
Other suggestions regarding
this issue include the termination
of parking meter use after 5 p.m.
near the Athletic Center, the
library, and the dormitories. Currently, meters are in use until 10
p.m., posing a problem to those
students with cars who wish to
drive to campus at night for
various reasons.
Such a measure, said Giangiulio, "opens up the campus in the
evening for athletes and people
with meetings' as well as others.
Giangiulio and other Council
See COUNCIL, 4

Scott Tourtelotte

The rear view of an Aeroflot
An umpire shows his stuff at a game between the Hopkins Blue Jays
and the Mendeleyev Men. Hopkins swept the series, winning by
scores of 16-0, 9-6, and 10-3. More about the Soviet team's historic
visit in Sports, page 22.
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Thurow envisions further U.S. economic decline
THUROW, from 1
Reserve Board has targeted a ceiling on the growth rate at 3.5 percent and will raise interest rates
to slow further growth.
In contrast, he said the three
percent floor would insure that
Latin American nations could sell
their exports here and earn
enough capital to meet interest
payments on their debt.
Were U.S. growth to fall to 2
percent, said Thurow, Latin
America would be forced to
default on their loans and the ten
largest U.S. banks would become
technically bankrupt, forcing the
U.S. to nationalize them.
In addition, he said, 700-800
U.S. savings and loans institutions could go bankrupt, and approximately ten percent of all
firms involved in mergers and
leveraged buyouts would go
broke.
Thus, said Thurow, when the
level of economic growth falls
below three percent, the Federal

Reserve Board will lower interest
rates and push the rate of growth
back up into that growth tunnel.
The only thing that could destroy
it is a cessation of international
lending.
Foreign loans of $200 billion to
$300 billion per year are the fuel
that makes this economy run, he
said. In 1987, foreign lending
rmanced twenty-nine percent of
investment in this country. It has
also financed this high American
standard of living, said Thurow.
In order to pay interest on our
national deficit, which comprises
four percent of our gross national
product, said Thurow, the U.S.
has to borrow interest equivalent
to one percent of its GNP. The
day foreign investors decide not
to continue the U.S. line of
credit, said Thurow, is the day
the dollar's value collapses and
economic recession sets in, forcing Americans to take a 8-9 percent cut in living standards.
Thurow described the U.S.
economy as similar to the central

nervous system of a drugaddict—addicted to this influx of
foreign loans to maintain
economic stability and remain
situated within the growth tunnel,
and prone to severe withdrawal if
our supply of foreign loans were
cut off.
Were this supply of foreign
loans cut off, the U.S. would
have to replace it with U.S. funds
by balancing the federal budget or
raising the private savings rate.
By most accounts, said Thurow,
eighty-five percent of all
Americans want to balance the
federal budget, but no majority
wants higher taxes or few government serices. Thurow saw it
'very hard to get a democracy to
prevent a problem that is not yet
a problem. No candidate could
win an election if he pledged to
take away Americans' credit
cards and charge accounts," he
continued. "No other country in
the world has the sixty month no
down payment car loan."
Thus, he said, since increasing

the personal savings rate seems
impractical, balancing the federal
budget has become imperative.
Since the Congress and the President are constantly at odds as to
what services should be cut, he
said, the next president must raise
taxes.
As for the continuation of
foreign loans in this country, said
Thurow, economists are unsure.
He said West Germany and Japan
lent the U.S. $200 billion in 1987
for two reasons; to keep the
American economy running
smoothly so Americans would
elect George Bush, whom West
Germans and Japanese believe
would veto protectionist trade
bills.
Second, American loans
created six million new jobs in
West Germany and Japan. The
threat of losing six million jobs at
home might help insure that the
lending flows for another four
years, said Thurow.
U.S. balance of payments has
also been hurt by lower U.S.

441 don't want

a lot of hype.
I just want
something I
can count on.,,

Some long distance
companies promise you
the moon,but what you
really want is dependable,
high-quality service. That's
just what you'll get when
you choose AT&T Long
Distance Service, at a cost
that's a lot less than you
think. You can expect low
long distance rates, 24-hour
operator assistance, clear
connections and immediate
credit for'wrong numbers.
And the assurance that
virtually all of your calls will
go through the first time.
That's the genius of the
AT&T Worldwide Intelligent
Network.
When it's time to
choose,forget the gimmicks
and make the intelligent
choice—AT&T.
If you'd like to know
more about our products or
services, like International
Calling and the AT&T Card,
call us at 1 800 222-0300.

Greg Riley.University of North Carolina.Class of1989
, M1=11W
.111111111,

AT&T
The right choice.

economic influence around the
world. First, said Thurow, in
1980, the U.S. had a $30 billion
farm subsidies surplus. As other
nations' farm production has
swelled, however, the US.
became forced to sell $30 billion
worth of manufacturing exports
to meet its balance of payments.
In addition, as a result of the
Latin American debt crisis,, the
U.S. lost what were its biggest
customers in 1980.
Further, because of the decline
in the price of oil, the U.S. shut
down many comparatively highcost wells and imports more oil.
Cheaper industrial labor costs
elsewhere have also moved many
U.S.jobs overseas, said Thurow.
Thus, the U.S. lost its status as
the world's premier economic
power, and shares center stage
with Japan and Western Europe.
Gone are the days when the U.S.
was twice as wealthy as the
world's second wealthiest power,
and eight times as wealthy as
Japan, in 1950.
After World War II, the U.S.
held such a technological
superiority over Europe and
Japan that the advertising slogan
of the Boeing plane versus the
British Comet was "our plane
flies, theirs doesn't," said
Thurow. The U.S. had a better
educated and skilled work force
than any other nation, he said.
No longer is this the case.
Austria, Denmark, Japan, the
Netherlands, Norway, Swede,
Switzerland, and West Germany
surpass the U.S. in per capita income. Since they have higher individual and corporate savings
rates, they can afford to reinvest
in their industry in the form of
new machine tools in ways that
American firms cannot.
The U.S. is creating a country
of functionally technological illiterates, said Thurow. In the
IBM computer manufacturing
facility in Burlington, Vermont,
technicians are forced to teach
employees Algebra I and II,
unlike in Japan and Korea. Consequently, this additionally cost is
not factored into the cost of their
product, said Thurow.
In addition, West Germany and
Japan graduate forty percent of
their college undergraduates with
science and engineering degrees.
Only sixteen percent of all
American college undergraduates
major in science and engineering.
Thurow said these data explain
why German and Japanese products seem to work better and are
generally more dependable.
According to Thurow one of
the main reasons the U.S. is going into debt is that it will not
adapt culturally to meet the growing changes in the world
economic picture. The United
States has never had a powerful
"counterculture" with which to
compete in order to improve its
productivity." he said.
Thurow urged change in the
methods by which we educate our
students and train them to compete in the world of international
trade, while appreciating and
recognizing the strengths and
concerns of other major industrial
powers. Otherwise, the U.S. runs
the risk of becoming a second
class power at the mercy of
creditor nations.
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Experts explain
warning signs of
acquaintance rape
by Ross Noe
In an efort to increase
awareness of acquaintance rape,
Terry Kelly, community educator
for the Sexual Assault Recovery
Center, led an acquaintance rape
seminar in the Garrett Room
Thursday.
Kelly stressed that "only when
a female gives her consent" is a
sexual situation not rape. The
seminar labelled every other occurrence as rape, with those taking place between acquaintances
labelled acquaintance rape.
Only eighteen students attended the seminar, with males outnumbering females 2-1.
The Tau Epsilon Phi fraternity
and Circle K sponsored the
seminar. Sponsorship originally
included the Class of 1990, but
the class rescinded its sponsorship
because of concerns over posters
publicizing the event. Junior
Class President Darryl Flaherty,
while expressing concern over
acquaintance rape, disclosed that
the posters were offensive to certain junior class members.
Mehala Vaidhyanathan, divisional district lieutenant governor
of Circle K, planned the seminar.
"I want people to get together to
have an awareness of the problem," she said.
Bilal Hussain of TEP noted that
the seminar "should have taken
place already."
The seminar emphasized the

magnitude of the acquaintae
rape problem and provided supporting statistics. Among them
were the following:
*Over seventy percent of all
between
rapes
OMIT
acquaintances.
*Over eighty percent of all
rapes are never reported to the
police.
*The majority of rape victims
are between fifteen and nineteen
years old.
Rape is the most frequently
committed violent crime in the
Michael Blumhardt
United States. To emphasize the
Recovery
Center,
explaining
at
a
seminar
yesterday
Terry
Kelly,
community
educator
for
the
Sexual
Assault
problem, the Recovery Center
the
problem
of
acquaintance
rape.
showed a film. The film said
many define rape too narrowly. services.
According to Rhonda Royster of
Seminar leaders stressed that
the Recovery Center, the male both sexes must work together to
often does not know he is com- overcome the problem. They said
mitting a crime and the female acquaintance rape is not to be
does not know she is a victim. taken lightly. Victims, they said,
"People usually think of a rapist may be hesitant to report their
as a stranger while most of the cases to the police, but should
time, it's someone you know," seek the services of counseling
class at Hopkins Organization for
ELECTIONS, from 1
said Royster.
centers or appropriate hospitals.
Programming and Student AcReports and studies presented Kelly encouraged those who
tivities Commission meetings,
concluded that persons tend not to know rape victims to contact one dusky, and Simon Whang.
realize that when forced to have of those organizations in their
The roles of each candidate are manages all class social
programming.
intercourse without consent, they behalf.
as follows:
Secretary: Keeps minutes at
become rape victims.
President: Presides over class
Kathy Lomelino, a sophomore,
Kelly said the issue is often found the film convincing and meetings, oversees class ac- class meetings, keeps all nonstereotyped. "Our statistics in thought the seminar redefined tivities, directs the actions of the financial class records, and
terms of women being the rape in a much clearer way. other officers, represents the class directs publicity for class events.
Treasurer: Represents class at
assailant and males being the vic- Other students found the seminar on the Student Council, gives
tim are just beginning to be informative, though some wish- class reports to the Council, and SAC General Assemblies, and
gathered," she said, adding that ed it were more engaging, noting staffs the Council office at least keeps track of class finances.
Representatives: Represent the
fifty-one adult males came to the that it was fashioned like a two hours a week.
Recovery Center last year for lecture.
Vice President: Represents the members of the class at Council,
represent the members of the
class at class officer meetings,
assist other class officers in their
duties, serve on at least one of the
regarding University invest- University's only non-financial panies doing business in South Council's standing committees,
ments.
criterion for investments, re- Africa, down from six percent in and staffs the Council office at
Another issue that has affected quires it to divest its holdings in the beginning of the fiscal year least two hours a week each.
the University's investment any corporation whose branch in (July, 1987) and nearly sixteen
To win a primary race, a
policy, however, has been social South African directly supports percent below its level at the students must receive fifty perresponsibility. The question of the system of apartheid.
beginning of the previous year. cent plus one of the total votes
Much of the reduction can be cast, including write-in votes. A
divestment from South AfricanLast month, the University
affiliated companies created a divested itself of its shares in the attributed not to the University's representative must receive the
very controversial situation in eleventh corporation not comply- decisions, but to many American support of one-third of the total
past years and even resulted in ing to this requirement. As of companies withdrawing their number of students who vote for
demonstrations.
June 30, only 4.9 percent ($23.2 branches in South Africa on their at least one representative. In the
The University's current policy million) of the University's en- own. run-off, a candidate need receive
e
In divestment, which employs the dowment was invested in coalonly a plurality to win.

Freshmen to elect
officers Tuesday

Thirty-one run for seven spots

Stock crash affects Hopkins minimally
FINANCES, from 1
years. Sunshine indicated
Hopkins is probably doing better
fiscally than many other major
universities.
In the future, he said, the Board
of Trustees will continue to maintain caution, especially in light of
th wild recent fluctuations of the
stock market. The crash,
however, has not had a significant
effect on executive decisions

THE CHRONICLE
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86,759,222,313,428,390,812,218,077,095,850,708,048,977 X
Copyright 1988, The Chronicle
of Higher Education. Reprinted
with permission.
by Kim A. McDonald
Using a new method that
enables 400 small computers on
three continents to work together
on a single problem, a team of
researchers last week succeeded
in solving one of the most difficult computational problems of
all time—the general factoring of
a 100-digit number.
The achievement, which would
have taken a supercomputer nearly a year operating continuously,
was all the more remarkable, experts said, because it was completed in only 26 days using time

108,488,104,853,637,470,612,961,399,842,972,948,409,834,611 ,525,790,577,216,753

when the smaller computers
The effort was organized by three prime factors leaves a
would otherwise have been idle. Mark S. Manasse of the Dig- 100-digit number that mathematiWhile the solution to the pro- ital Equipment Corporation's cians have spent years unsucblem is a noteworthy scientific Systems Research Center in Palo cessfully trying to factor. What
achievement in itself, it also has Alto, Cal., and Arjen K. Lenstra, the researchers did last week was
application in improving the a professor of computer science to come up with two prime facsecurity of computer codes wide- at the University of Chicago, both tors of that 100-digit number—
ly used to protect government of whom combined their talents numbers with 41 and 60 digits
secrets and to wire transfers of this past summer to find the fac- that, when multiplied together,
funds.
tors of a 96-digit number for the yield the 100-digit number.
Some of the most secure first time.
Mr. Lenstra wrote a computer
systems to protect those data are
program that enabled 400 small
based on the assumption that 2 Prime Factors
computers in the United States,
large numbers can be factored—
Australia, and Europe to work
that is, divided into their consti- For the lastest attempt, the two together without competing with
tuent prime numbers—only by us- scientists started with a 108-digit other problems those machines
ing the most powerful computers number, plus 1. Researchers have were asked to compute. The
for long periods of time.
known for years that the number results were then compiled at the
That assumption is no longer is divisible by 2, 17, and Digital's Systems Research
correct, the new achievement has 6,304,673.
Center, where 85 per cent of the
demonstrated.
Dividing that number by those calculations were performed.

The computers were linked by
telephone lines and shared their
information by electronic mail,
rather than the more sophisticated
and costly high-speed. computer
links that are normally used for
computer communications.
The researchers said the success of the system might usher a
new era of computing that would
allow greater cooperation among
widely separated computers to
solve problems too large or time
consuming to solve by normal
methods.
They said they are now trying
to factor a number with 102
digits, a problem Mr. Lenstra
estimate should take them a
month to solve.
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Director favors abolishing nearly all taxes
ly land." Under this tax law, a
person who did not own land
"Abolish the property tax!" "would not be taxed."
Asked how one tax alone could
exlaimed Steven B. Cord, president of the Henry George Foun- take the place of all of the present
dation of America and research taxes, Cord said the Land Value
director at the Center for the Tax would "yield twenty-five
Study of Economics at Indiana percent of the national income."
University in Pennsylvania, He went on to say that the curbefore the College Republicans rent tax "yields thirty-two percent" of the national income.
Wednesday night.
He added that a "user's tax"
"Every tax destroys what it
taxes," he continued. "All taxes would have to "supplement the
on labor and on the products of land value tax." He defined the
labor are bad." Cord wanted to user's tax as a tax "on things like
"get rid of" just about "every gasoline.— Cord wanted to
"abolish tax on buildings [and
tax" currently instituted.
He wanted the government to other developments]."
Under his plan, a plot of land
institute a "land value tax," also
known as the "Henry George would be taxed at a fixed amount,
Solution," which would "tax on- regardless of the developments on
that land. Cord believes such an
act would "create more initiative
which in turn
FELLOWSHIP to develop land,"more
employwould "provide
free
"untax
to
wanted
ment."
He
What: National Doctoral
Fellowship Program in
Business and Management.
For Whom: Graduates in computer science, economics,
COUNCIL, from 1
history, mathematics, political
psychology,
science,
members suggested students with
sociology, and business. Purconstructive ideas on the parking
pose: Alleviate critical shorcrisis address their suggestions to
tage of doctorally qualified
Eugene Sunshine, senior vice
faculty at collegiate schools of
president for administration and
business. How much: Tuition
treasurer.
Other short-term goals menand fees and $10,000 stipend
tioned at the meeting included an
for one year. Eligibility:
update on Education Committee
United States and Canadian
Chairman Jeff De Cagna's efforts
citizens. Deadline: January 6,1
1989. For Information:! to evaluate the quality of teaching
assistant instruction at Hopkins.
Bulletin Board outside 235
De Cagna believed TAs who do
Mergenthaler Hall.
not have a strong command of
by Prakash K. Bhuyan

enterprise."
Asked whether federallyowned lands would also be taxed
under this plan, Cord replied,
"All land would be taxed, including federal lands. Even
church land." The current tax
laws, according to Cord, allow
"landowners" who "rent out
their land" to "exploit labor."
He referred to those landowners
as "slave owners," saying that
they are "doing nothing and making a profit."
Cord said persons who rent and
develop such land "deserve" the
profit.
To affirm that "land is a vital
organ of the nation's economy,"
Cord pointed out several examples where taxation on land
has been stressed and taxation on
40.'
0*
property reduced, resulting in an
John Miss
increase in industry and Steven B. Cord, president of the Henry George Foundation of America,
employment.
said the United States should abandon all taxes except for what he called
a "land value tax."

De Cagna proposes evaluation of TAs

Attention

English detract from the educational experience of undergraduates. Giangiulio noted
that "one bad TA can affect as
many as twenty-five to thirty
students."
De Cagna also said the University allows both graduate and
undergraduate programs to be the
concerns of specific departments,
instead of University concerns.
He believed these relationships
should change. While the
graduate school at Hopkins will
always attract the finest students,
he said, the undergraduates need

Future Lawyers

The Hopkins Pre-Law Society
proudly presents:

a higher quality of instruction.
On November 3, a proposal
will be submitted to the Committee on Undergraduate Studies
and, consequently, will be considered for a month. During this
period, De Cagna hopes to "marshal support for the issue" and
have it publicized.
Committee discussion began
with an announcement about and
explanation of the upcoming
Cultural Fair, discussed by
Christina Chan, co-chair of the
fair. A dinner will be served on
Saturday evening at 6 p.m. and

will cost $6. She said no tickets
will be sold at the door.
Next on the agenda was the
mention of applications for the
positions of Spring Fair and
Milton S. Eisenhower Symposium chairpersons, due today.
If students are unable to submit
their applications by today, said
Justin Hott, chairman of the
Committee on Committees,
which chooses the chairpersons
each year, they still have hope.
Such students may contact Hott at
See COUNCIL, 5
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October 24, 1988, 8:00 pm
Levering Hall
Conference oom A

L

Topics will include:
•Corporate and Public
Interest Law Programs
at Cornell
*Life at Law School
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Limited delivery area.
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Council
discusses
homeless

°WM' I
EYeRESS

CAMPUS
CRIME
In response to many requests,
the News-Letter is once again
publishing the Campus Crime
Report. The Security Department compiles the records.
Larceny

CONTACT LENSES

OF GEORGETOWN

There's a Contact Lens For You For Studying, Any Sporti •
Activity or Just Looking Your Best. Get the Facts Now.

AT LAST...
ALIMENT-IC CHINESE CUISINE

COUNCIL, from 4
467-7470.
Other issues of interest include
the following:
0*-Concert Committee meetings
are held every Tuesday at 7 p.m.
in the Student Activities lounge.
Contact Jeff Holmes for details at
235-8928.
ow-After these brief announcements were made,
Giangiulio discussed the longterm goals of the Council. The
on
focused
goal
first
undergraduate education with
regard to tenure and teaching.
The problem of housing and student space was mentioned, as was
interest in the Arts and Sciences'
budget deficit and the honor code.
Giangiulio commented, "Such
issues can never be resolved in
one year, but must be brought up
year after year" if any progress
is to be realized. "Students want
to be involved in long-term
planning."
lo-New business focused mainly on the need for volunteers to
work .at homeless shelters in
Baltimore. Senior Class President
Scott FitzGerald said Council
members should provide service
to the community as part of their
commitment to Council. Already,
the Circle K organization has
devoted two members a week to
the cause, as has the Delta Upsilon fraternity. FitzGerald also
encouraged other fraternities to
become involved.
Lasting almost two hours, the
meeting adjourned at 9:55 p.m.
Next Wednesday's meeting, open
to all students, will be held at a
different time, 7 p.m., in the
Shriver Board Room.

Replace Your Glasses With

Free
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The American Express* Card can play a starring role
virtually anywhere you shop, from "'Lisa to Thailand
Whether you're buying a TV or a T-shirt. So during college
and after, it's the perfect way to pay for just about
everything you'll want.

How to get the Card now.
College is the first sign of success. And because we believe
in your potential, we've made it easier to get the American
Express Card right now. Whether you're a freshman, senior
or grad student, look into our new automatic approval
offers. For details, pick up an application on campus. Or
call 1-800-THE-CARD and ask for a student application

The American Express Card.
Don't Leave School Without lOu

*Complainant reported on October 10, between 8 p.m. and
10 p.m., a VCR was removed
by someone from a classroom
in Gilman Hall. Total loss was
$249.
*Complainant reported between October 11 and October
14 that someone removed a
bicycle from a bike rack at
Levering Hall. Total loss was
$200.
*Complainant reported between October 14 and October
17 that someone removed a
lounge chair from a ladies
restroom in Shriver Hall. Loss
is unknown at this time.
*Complainant reported that
between October 14 and October 17, someone removed
from an unlocked desk in
Gilman Hall two rolls of
stamps. Total loss was -$50.
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Jonathan engler

News,Letter

Learning to Prioritize
Six weeks into the semester and it is Council groups by the Executive Board of
about that time again. With the MSE Sym- the. SAC. It even went so far as to design
posium 'underway and the freshman class a proposal to address the issue. However,
elections just around the corner, editorial when the proposal met with opposition, it
space can be dedicated to only one thing. was tabled with no further discussion. After
Putting on the veil of pontificator in our all, there was a far more important issue
vaunted role of campus watchdog, we rise at hand—parking. Thus, Council managsoberly to the bi-semesterly task ed to table a genuine discussion in favor of
one that has comparatively little relevance
of...Council-Bashing.
Actually, this time around, it is not so for the vast majority of its constituency.
To give credit where credit is due: Counmuch Council-Bashing we are doing, as
much as concern we are exhibiting, as well cil did manage to create a bona fide
as confusion. This year's group seemed the committee—the Academic Services Admost (inasmuch as these things can be visory Committee. Charged with linking
measured) energetic in recent memory. students and administrators to address
Under the leadership of President Lou issues such as exam schedules, financial
Giangiulio, Council appeared very eager to aid, and student employment, it will proplease, determined to change ineffectual ex- bably tear away at one of the major proisting structures. Giangiulio even identified blems identified by the Human Climate
one of his top priorities as involving each Task Force Report—the artificial separaand every student in committees or Coun- tion of students and faculty/administration.
cil, hoping to maintain a fresh inflow of However, the aims of the committee are
poorly defined, and committees should,
ideas and spirit.
Reviewing their performance in the last after all, have clear goals. Furthermore,
few weeks, however, is disappointing. A from all accounts, this committee seems the
cursory glance reveals no more than endless result of an initiative on the part of the addiscussion resulting in the formation of but ministration, not Council.
It is perfectly clear and we would like to
one committee, betraying our initial impression of a more dynamic and effectual emphasize that the dearth of conclusive
results is not due to lack of initiative, but
group.
Forming committees is an essential part rather a function of an honest effort to imof any governing body, a method of iden- plement so many new plans that Council
tifying and addressing more specific issues must necessarily be in the throes of a planthan the much larger Council could. It is ning stage. We suggest that Council make
frustrating, however, after a full six weeks, 'it equally clear to its constituency that this
to find no tangible actions resulting from is the case. Regular reports from commitall the organization attempts—they are, in tees to Council during meetings would be
fact, having a hard time detailing the a good way to let others know what's going on behind the scenes (after which, of
committees.
course, they can tackle issues which tear
sidetracked
Because Council has gotten
on less essential issues, it has not even at our souls, like parking).
managed to form the committees that are It would certainly be a shame to let
crucial to its upstart. For example, early endless debates and aborted attempts at
on it confronted the problem of adequate organization stymie Council's most imporrepresentation of all Student Activities tant asset: enthusiasm.

Opinion
Jeff DeCagna: On TA's
Perhaps the most intractable
problem in undergraduate education at Johns Hopkins is that of
the language proficiency of
graduate teaching assistants. On
the one hand there is the importance of providing quality
Homewood
for
teaching
undergraduates and the obvious
necessity of English competence
for teachers. On the other is the
University's ability to attract
quality graduate students and the
handicap that a spoken-English
competence requirement would
present. Because Johns Hopkins
is an institution geared primarily
towards research, it is the latter
of these two conflicting interests
which prevails. I contend that the
University can and should take a
bold step in this area and develop
-a mutually satisfactory solution to
this problem. Let me explain.
Hopkins has a reputation for
excellence in research and

graduate training beyond
reproach. Since the University's
founding, these areas have always
received the greatest emphasis. I
believe, however, that because of
its outstanding reputation, Johns
Hopkins can move to require not
only higher scores on both the
written and spoken TOEFL exams(the latter of which should be
implemented as a prerequisite for
admission) but also the participation of all graduate students with
an unsatisfactory English proficiency in an on-going intensive
program to make them communicative as quickly as possible,
certainly by their graduation.
On the surface, this may seem
like a great deal to ask not only
of the University, but also of the
departments, which depend on
quality graduate students to bring
them research funds. And certainly, at first, it might impede
student recruitment. But simply

because our peer institutions
choose to continue to apply superficial solutions to the problem of
English proficiency among teaching assistants, does not mean
that Johns Hopkins must follow
suit in the effort to compete.
There is a dear need for leadership in this area, and if Hopkins
shows a willingness to provide
that leadership, the reputation of
the University will be enhanced.
There are numerous reasons
why the University should take
this strong stance, and do so
quickly. First, the cutback in
faculty size to its 1982 level,
necessitated by the A&S budget
deficit, means that graduate
teaching assistants will have more
classroom
contact
with
undergraduates, thus potentially
exacerbating an already poor
situation.
Second,
the
See DECAGNA, 8

When the going gets tough, the
tough call home and try to find
someone to listen to them. Since
none of them can sympathize all
that easily with Hopkins-type problems (whenever I complain to
my mother that I have a huge
paper due the next morning and
that I'm considering dropping out
of school as a way of avoiding it,
she suggests that I try to work
ahead of time next paper around.
This is not the kind of advice I
wanted), they tell me about their
problems.
Little brother Nicholas answers
the telephone.
-What's up, Nick?
"They're arresting skateboarders in Squirrel Hill."
We live in a neighborhood called Squirrel Hill, but what he is
talking about is a busy commercial area nearby that's full of delis
kosher butchers, cafes, and clothing stores.
-Why?
"I guess they think that if
you're skateboarding you'll roll
into the street and cause a traffic
accident. I don't know. The old
people don't like us skating
much. They always walk real
slow right where we're trying to
go and when we skate by them
they're like [he imitates an elderly
gasp] and say, get the hell off the
sidewalks. But if we're in the
street, we get arrested. My friend
Noah's father wrote letters to the
police and the newspapers saying
that skating isn't a crime. It
doesn't matter, though. The
police don't care."
-Is everything going OK
besides?
"I guess. It sucks being a kid,
you know? I don't like the way
people are always looking down

on us kids. We go into Wendy's
and they're like, you'll have to
leave in fifteen minutes. But they
never do it to the older people,
you know? Once we were in there
and these old people took salad
from the salad bar in their coffee
cups. If we'd done that, we'd be
in trouble. But then when we sit
there and talk, they ask us to
leave. If it weren't for us, they
wouldn't even have a business."
-This stuff only happens when
you're in Wendy's and skating?
"No. I was in the Giant Eagle
[a supermarket] the other day and
this manager guy followed me
around as if I was about to steal
something. He even let me check
out ahead of a long line of people just to get me out of the store.
Anyway. How are your classes
going and stuff?"
-0k. I've got a lot of papers
due this week and I'm getting
really . . .
"School's not bad. I have to do
better, though, get my work in on
time and stuff. I'm getting an A
in Tai Quan Do,though. We have
it in school every Thursday. It's
one of my electives."
Mom is out of the country for
two weeks, attending a school
reunion in England and visiting
friends and relatives. I ask how
Dad is. I know he doesn't like it
when Mom's away, and I know
that everything cannot be going as
smoothly as he claims they are.
"Dad's funny. He doesn't
know how to do anything. He
can't even use the microwave
oven. I always have to do stuff.
He just broils everything on the
gas grill out on the patio, even if
it's raining. It's killing the tree
See PSEUDO, 8
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Letters
To the Editors:
Thanks to the Cultural Festival
logo, I feel culturally raped and
instilled. I was shocked and
generally saddened when during
a perusal of the MSE bulletin
board, I came across the words
"Wha'appen" in the Cultural
Festival logo. Exactly what
cultural group is this supposed to
represent? It's amazing that
whoever came up with this concept didn't believe that Blacks are
just as capable of saying
"Welcome" as the rest of
Americans are.
As a representative of the Black
race, I would like to inform
whoever came up with that logo
and those who approved it, Black,
white, or otherwise, that the days
of J.J. Walker and "Good
Times" are long gone. If you
thought it was funny, it wasn't.
And if you just didn't know, you
do now. Black people like myself
will no longer accept the
ridiculous stereotypes of
yesteryear. Today we are strong,
intelligent, and intellectual individuals trying not to be saddled by the shame inflicted upon
our race in the past. I simply cannot be quiet in the face of racism.
The more subtle it is, the more
damage it does.
At the very least, an apology is
due to the members of the Johns
Hopkins Black community, not
only the BSU, but faculty and
sluff also. However, the only

Beginning on Friday 28 October

THE WOMEN'S CENTER
will sponsor a weekly
brown-bag lunch discussion group.
The topic for the first week will be
WOMEN AT HOPKINS
to be followed by other topics such as
WOMEN AND POLITICS-THE ELECTIONS (Nov. 4)
PORNOGRAPHY (Nov. 11)
CENSORSHIP
SEXUAL HARRASSMENT

Come and join us! (Everyone is welcome.)
FRIDAYS from 12-1:30 p.m. in the Women's Center
Alumni Memorial Residence II
Room 0229 (in the basement)
338-7681
(Don't forget to bring your lunch!)

Attention Seniors & Graduate Students:
If you are completin_g your degree this year and have not
registered with the Office of Career Counseling and Placement,
please stop by 224A Mergenthaler Hall as soon as possible.
Interview schedule for October 24 to October 28 is as follows:
October 24
October 25
October 25
October 25
October 26
October 26
October 26
October 26
October 27
October 27
October 28

Letters Policy

your shoulder brushes hers. You
have just murdered her.
Although you may not think
you have murdered Joanne,
The News-Letter welcomes let- inclusion in that Friday's paper.
Stephanie Smith because there was neither
ters to the editor from members Once a letter is delivered, it
Member, BSU violence nor death, you have. Acof the
of the Hopkins community. Let- becomes the property
quaintance murder is a pervasive
be
must be typed (double- News-Letter. Letters must
ters
Acquaintance what?? problem in our society and one spaced) and include the author's signed by at least one and no
with which Hopkins students
Letters
name and telephone number for more than two persons.
should acquaint themselves.
To the Editors:
purposes. No letter credited only to organizations will
verification
Perhaps the News-Letter should
volume
longer than 300 words will be not be printed. Due to the
all can
I have just read Jonathan take the lead in informing the
not
receive,
we
letters
of
reserves
printed. The News-Letter
Engler's article Pseudo- community about this probkm.
right
the
reserve
we
printed;
be
condensation.
for
edit
to
right
the
letters
perspicacity (News-Letter, Ocof
number
the
limit
to
Letters must be delivered to the
Debra Hamel
tober 14) on acquaintance rape.
Gatehouse by 5 p.m. Tuesday for printed on a given issue.
Mr. Engler does a fine job of introducing us to this horrific proSit, mis is.Nor &AlL4/eadra9
blem. Similar attention should be
To THE TarATALL- 2:1"S ,77/5T>ger 51/ouw Po
paid to an equally disturbing pro111AT A 9W or Vs urea ttesifihi
ir
TVS wer.. KE241F-41864,
0
, SINCE You'/E sprivr pEcAPE5 REblem in our society and one which
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,
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7-NE moRGEONAii RE4Ditv6s 7701
has parallels to acquaintance
12/1104401 AND muruk- I4/70A1/C5 501?
176P6AVENcE, Po You eve,f,
1315MAeCK PKAPT Exacroi puir
rape, that is acquaitance murder.
\FWD YouATEiF VAPIED To
/N6 WITH A FULL. PEcK,EITIla
Acquaintance murder is, as it
05e 17/EE 5TR4IEGE5 To
Alb THFRE ANY QI/FsrioNS?
YOUR 86AeFrr At
sounds, murder between acquainYag covN
tances. Murder is forced
LIFE?
murderous behavior on another
individual. It does not have to
-/,
lead to death and need not involve
violence.
Here is an example: You, Joe
Hopkins, are walking down to
Eddie's and see Joanne Hopkins
it/0
5tirOf
wmw4f
46;
Ilx:
vEsmp
i gioczor
ivrE-r
er
walking toward you. You have
"THAr's A MeV INTe,e1S-PAIG
You .AI-ro
2ur5- 7745 saftk
foicer IF youp Noe
known Joanne since that Occ.
7O
IleoNEP mY 134A15 14/#64/
#0,V657; s'vE Ateve,426/WA/
Civ. section freshman year. The
IbIP
iT AW Ma/6w- I GUESS Var
You To! You KA.low 77/E
two of you have never gotten
MEANS
tAtaess.I Do Jr 5118E NEVER user,
,
coA6cdousq 11
along, but you're always polite to
my afillEFIL
S7Ri41E6/E5
one another when you meet.
You've now reached that part of
the sidewalk on St. Paul that is
under construction. You are both
walking towards one another
17
.
quickly in that confined space,
AIL
inTjt.._xf
and you are both in the process
of saying hello, when suddenly

satisfying rectification of this prejudicial logo would be its
removal.

Culturally raped

Oracle Corporation
Epson America, Inc.
Fairchild Industries
Motorola Inc.
Baltimore Gas & Electric Company
The National Cancer Institute
Martin Marietta Aerospace
AT&T
AT&T
U.S.F. & G
Arthur Anderson & Co.

Interviews are scheduled on a first-come, first- serve basis. For further information regarding interviews or services offered, please
stop by 224A Mergenthaler Hall.

Instructors needed
for January 1989
INTERSESSION
MINICOURSES
All you need to have is:
1. Practical knowled:!e
of your subject
2. Experience with it
3. The ability and desire
to teach it
If you are interested
please call X8209 by
Friday, October 28,
198
Sponsored by the
Hopkins "Union
NIP
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Letters
Newcomer's voice
To the Editors:
As a newcomer to Hopkins I
know nothing of either Patrick
Bond or Jim Marino, and I would
not presume to enter their argument. I can however provide the
answer to Mr. Marino's question
(News-Letter, October 4th) as to
the difference between South
Africa and various other countries which he mentions. The difference is that South Africa is the
only country in the world where
a small ethnic minority
systematically and with great
brutality represses the majority of
the population for no other reason
than the colour of their skin.
Moreover, if Mr. Marino wishes
to expose the deplorable conditions in coutries like Angola and
Mozambique he should be aware
of the contribution that the
UNITA and RENAMO terrorist
movements make to these conditions. And does he know which
government is responsible for
supporting them...?
Chris Smaje

A critical tool
To the Editors:
Something of a political discussion awakens in the pages of the
News-Letter! I found Jim
Marino's response to Patrick
Bond to be partially insightful,
but lacking a significant, struc-

pseudo: phoning home
tured approach to political
economy. Yes, most governments are hierarchical and oppressive; not even frosh need to
read the News-Letter to know
that. But why any specific
government, in its geopolitical
context, abuses its mandate—here
we have the heart of the political
inquiry. Mr. Marino failed to address this central problem; instead he asked Mr. Bond to recant
part of a cohesive analysis. Why
less discussion, and not more?
I think that the Marxism which
Mr. Marino is afraid to inveStigate (albeit "Marxism"
which Pol Pot et al misquote and
distort horrifically) and the Marxism which Mr. Bond, myself, and
others apply to world history is
a critical tool in resolving the
shameful inequalities in our
society.
Daniel Plattner

PSEUDO, from 6
next to the garage, all that smoke.
I think he misses Mom. He even
yelled at me for falling asleep in
his study the other day. It was
weird. I went to sleep in there
around five thirty, after MASH,
man I was tired."
Dad has a control complex
about his study. Mom took it
upon herself to redecorate it while
he was away on a business trip
last year, all pinks and light
browns, but he's too tactful to say
anything. But then the family
moved into the study for its cool
couch and television. He's been
trying to assert his territorial
rights ever since, but it's been a
losing battle. When I'm home, I
practically live in that study.
"Nothing much else is happening. Are you working this
semester?"
-Not really. I.. .
"My paper route really sucks,

but Mom and Dad won't let me
get a job during the weeknights.
They think it'll hurt my grades or
something. I think I should be
able to get a job if I want to. What
do you think?"
-Sure. I'll talk to him if you
want.
"Yeah, that would be cool. I'm
writing a story in school."
-What about?
"I have a computer class where
we have some free time to do
whatever we want, so I write
[sound like a telephone being
placed in mouth].
-What?
"Philosophy. You know what
philosophy is, don't you?"
-Yeah, of course.
"Are you listening to me?"
Yes, I am. I just couldn't hear
the last thing you said. What's
your philosophy?
"I was wondering whether if
something's there, but no one is
there to see it, if there's really

anything there at all. I mean,
who's to know? It might as well
have not bothered being at all."
-I think Plato or Aristotle or
one of that crowd said something
like that, too.
"The schmucks. They must
have copied it off me. Why do
people become philosophers? Do
they get paid? 'What do you do
for a living?' I'm a philosopher.'
I mean, what do they do?"
-Good question, Nick. I'm not
exactly sure. I'd love to talk to
you more, but I have to go and
finish this paper. It's due early
tommorrow and I'm totally lost.
Take care of Dad.
"OK. I have to go collecting
for my paper route now anyway.
Talk to you later. Is it snowing in
Baltimore yet?"
-No.
"It is here. Snow sucks. Talk
to you later."
-'Bye.

DeCagna: TA's should speak English
DECAGNA, from 6
undergraduates deserve a higher
overall quality of teaching than
that which they are currently
receiving. While I do not dispute
the excellence of the Johns
Hopkins faculty, it is clear that
teaching by graduate assistants is
an important element of instruction here, and the fact that some
teaching assistants cannot communicate effectively in English
tends to lower the overall ex-

cellence of undergraduate instruction. Finally, it seems highly intuitive that graduate students at
this university, irrespective of
their national origin, should be
able, at the very least by the time
of their graduation, to communicate satisfactorily in the
English language. In other words,
to require more rigorous standards of proficiency makes sense,
for the University and for its
students.
Let me emphasize that the con-

cern of the undergraduate com- believe, however, that the first
munity over this problem is not step must come from the Univermotivated by a vendetta against sity in the form of a dynamic
foreign teaching assistants, but policy on the subject and a willrather by an interest in improv- ingness to proceed with it
ing the quality of teaching at vigorously. Anything less would
Hopkins and the quality of life for be a clear indication of the true
graduate students whose English! insignificance of the underskills leave something to be, graduate community on this
desired. I encourage the graduate campus.
community to work in tandem The writer is Chairman ofthe Stuwith the undergraduates so that a dent Council Education Commitmutually beneficial solution to tee and member of the Committhis problem can be found. I tee on Undergraduate Studies.

PARENTS' WEEKEND 1988
Mark your calendars and plan to take in
some of the festivities

Friday, October 28
8 p.m.
8 p.m. & 10:15 p.m.
9 p.m.-11 p.m.

Barnstormers Production
"Whose Life Is It Anyway?"
Movies
"The Lost Boys"
"Psycho"
BSU Variety Show

Arellano Theater

Shriver Auditorium
Shaffer 3
Great Hall (Free)

Saturday, October 29
12-4 p.m.
3-4 p.m.
7 p.m.
8 p.m. & 10:15 p.m.
9 p.m.

Phi Psi 500
Choral Society Concert
Barnstormers Production
"Whose Life Is It Anyway?"
Movies
"The Lost Boys"
"Psycho"
Student Coffeehouse

Gilman Quad
Great Hall (Free)
Arellano Theater
Shriver Auditorium
Shaffer 3
Glass Pavilion

Parents' Weekend is Sponsored by the Student Activities Office
_
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Features

A new year for the Club
Grad Club caters to
Hopkins undergrads
by Erica Gum

another Yuppie hangout. The
walls were painted in the 1960's
Looking for a place to get away and are colorful and, well, much
from your schoolwork for a more interesting to look at than
,
while? Come to the Grad Club. cement block. It can be vet
The Grad Club is the only mellow, especially if the crowd is
"pub-style" facility catering ex- small, but when there is dancing
clusively to the Hopkins com- going on, the mood is decidedly
munity. It is managed by students more active.
for students.
"It can be quiet, but if you
In years past it catered mainly want to have fun and turn on the
to graduate students. Now, juke box, you can," says student
however, according to John manager Chris Emmick.
Deaton, GRO representative to
the Grad Club advisory board, it The Rooms: The Grad Club is
is "better to get the whole student composed of three rooms. The
body to support it."
front room can be quiet and is
What does the Grad Club have relatively well lit. If you want to
to offer undergraduates, study, on quiet nights you can do
graduates, and faculty? Different it here. There are tables and
things for different people, accor- booths perfect for sitting and talkding to its managers. Here is a ing. Along with the jukebox is
partial list.
plenty of room to kick up your
heels and dance. The middle
The Food: How does $3.00 for a room is smaller and contains two
12" pizza, $2.00 for a meatball pinball machines and a small
sub, or $0.75 for garlic bread table. The back room is dimly lit
strike you? Also offered are and contains more tables and
gyros, french fries, mozzarella booths as well as a big screen TV.
sticks, pita pizzas, and chips.
Almost as large as the front
room, it is truly mellow there.
The Drinks: For those of you
under 21, there is soda. For those Thursday Night: Thursday Night
of you with two I.D.'s proclaim- is Funk Night. For a cover charge
ing that you are of legal age, there of $1 (to pay the d.j.) you can
is wine and a variety of beers. A come in and dance.
bottle of Corona sells for $1.75,
and the others are reasonably Friday Night: For a cover charge
priced as well. Both food and of $2, if you have two I.D.'s prodrink are relatively well priced claiming that you are over 21,
because the Grad Club is not out you can enjoy, according to
to make a profit. It just wants to Deaton, "some rowdy rock and
break even.
roll dance music." The GRO
supports live music every Friday
The Atmosphere: Make no and wants to bring in some jazz
mistake, the Grad Club is not bands on weekdays, funds per-

Bill Berger

Students mellowing out at the Grad Club by the jukebox.
mitting. Deaton emphasizes that
the $2 cover charge is not a profit for either the Grad Club or the
GRO. The money collected goes
to pay for more bands. Starting
this Friday, there will be a reduced cover charge for patrons arriving between 9-10 p.m.
University Support: The administration does not provide
financial support for the Grad
Club. It does, however, oversee

•
its operations. The club is managed day to day by student
managers and University Administrator Shelly Albrecht. Its
overall direction is governed by
an advisory board composed of
the student managers, the GRO
representative, Albrecht, and Dr.
Susan Boswell.
According to Boswell, "the administration is willing to support
the Grad Club as long as there is
interest."

Albrecht emphasizes that the
Grad Club is "open to suggestions and is willing to
requests from
patrons."
Video games will also soon be
added in the middle room with the
pinball machines.
The Grad Club is located in the
basement of McCoy Hall; its door
is marked by a blue canopy. It
operates Monday thru Friday
from 9 p.m. to 2 a.m.

Tradition painted at MSE
by EricRuck

Although movies such as
Hairspray and Tin Men have
painted a rich picture of
Baltimore's heritage, until now
all chroniclers of the city's past
have left out an important institution particular to our part of the
world. But on Wednesday, October 12, at the Wednesday Noon
series, Dr. Elaine Eff presented
her new film she directed and
produced, The Screen Painters,
and held a question and answer
period afterwards.
The painted screen is similar to
the decorated screens sometimes
seen on the back windows of
vans, only they are generally
found on rowhouse windows and
screen doors. The hand-painted
scenes are generally more
elaborate than what one would
find on the back of a van, and not
only do they offer privacy to people whose windows are close to
the street, but they greatly
enhance the appearance of the
neighbourhood.
The most important distinction
of the painted screen, however,
does not lie in its appearance. According to Dr. Eff, "Nowhere
else in the universe can we find
the painted screen as a contemBill Berger porary art form."
This is the door and the brand new blue canopy of the Grad Club. But
Although many different subdon't take our word that it's blue—go see for yourself.
jects have been painted on

screens, most of them deal with
nature. Seagulls, ships, ducks in
ponds, and red-roofed bungalows
in the country are all common
scenes, although each artist has
his own style for each, and none
would consider copying that of
any other. Some of the less common sights include a painting of
Elvis singing "Love Me Tender"
and an outer space scene.
One artist's personal favorite is
of a clipper ship, with a red hull
and full, billowing sail, bursting
through blue-green water
underneath a stormy sky.
The art was started in 1913
when William Octavek, a Bohemian, painted pictures of produce
on his grocery store's screen
door. For the rest of his life, he
found himself painting screens
and teaching others the craft.
Like other folk traditions, he
passed the art onto his sons when
he passed away.
Today, the cost of having a
screen painted can range
anywhere from $15 to $100. The
variables include factors like the
size of the screen, what kind of
scene is to be painted, and "what
kind of car you drove when you
came to their house."
_
_
In addition to interviews with
the last of the professional street
painters and owners, a number of
local celebrities appeared in.the
film.

"We did dozens of celebrity interviews. We talked to people
who have national profiles, people who are known for their local
color, like Ethel Ennis and Mimi
DiPietro."
"If you walk along in a nice
neighborhood and it's clean and
you see the screens," says
Governor William Donald Schaefer,
say, "what a nice neighborhood."
•
Unfortunately, not all of the
footage could be included in the
half hour film. According to Dr.
Eff, many of the interviews just
did not work. Ultimately,
however, she contends that this
was the best way to go about the
film.
"That's what's the best part
about this film. It is a documentary, so it's unscripted," she
says. "We hope that the
documentary keeps people
interested."
Interest is important to the art
of screen painting, as there are
only six professional painters left.
"We want to feel that we not
only captured the vitality of the
screen painting, but we want to
help in its revival," says Dr. Eff.
"What we're looking at is a dying art."
The painters do not seem to
agree, however as one of them
See SCREENS, 11
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Wednesday Noon Series shows screen paintings
SCREENS, from 10
noted that "they call it a dying
art, but it's not a dying art. Just
the people who are painting the
screens are dying."
According to Dr. Eff, the
reason why the film got off the
ground was because two of the
properties she wanted to document were sold, and one of the
screen painters, Ted Richardson,
became critically ill with cancer.
He died six weeks after the
filming.
"I knew this should have been
a film. The right people and the
right times came together," she
says. "This is my way of thanking the screen painters and the
people of Baltimore and giving
something back to the city."
Although not a native
Baltimorean, Dr. Eff has lived in
the city since she was seven years
old. Her doctoral thesis at the
University of Pennsylvania is on
the folk art aspect of the painted
screens of Baltimore. Her interest
in the art brought her back to
Baltimore and aided the creation
of her present job, the City of
Baltimore Folklorist.
"I created this job because
there's the constant tension bet- •

ween tradition and progress,
causing people to accentuate
tradition," states Dr. Eff. "Some
people say that all we do is glorify
the mundane. But what are we
here for in the city government?
Not just to badger people to pay
their bills, but also to reward."
Indeed, she is the first holder
of the position, instituted three
and a half years ago to document,
preserve, and promote local traditions. According to Dr. Eff, this
office is the first of its kind in the
country.
"The best part of this job is
making people feel good about
what might seem like a simple
contribution to a complex
world," says Dr. Eff. "The
reason why Baltimore interests
me is that it is such a conservative
town, that it holds on to its
traditions."
The film was cosponsored by
The Painted Screen Society of
Baltimore, Inc., and Baltimore
Traditions; two nonprofit, public
organizations. Although it was
produced independently of her
government positions, it fits well
with the job.
"This is the perfect example of
what we do and how we do it,"
she says. "My office exists to

Special Offer for
Hopkins Affiliates

make sure what is special to the
city doesn't get lost."
The actual office of which her
position is a part is called Baltimore
Traditions, and it is part of the
Department of Housing and
Community Development.
"I am the only full-time
employee," says Dr. Eff. "People work with us as contract or
part-time employees based on
current projects."
According to Dr. Eff, much of
the community work she did in
Pennsylvania involved a number
of college students.
"At the University of Pennsylvania, the folklore project has
certainly enhanced the students'
knowledge of Philadelphia. I wish
we had more students willing to
do field work here."
Painted screens are not Dr.
Effs only passion. Some of her
favorite sights in Baltimore are:
the Boxer's Hall of Fame and
Pool Room in Canton, the St.
Michael's Ukranian Catholic
church, where on Thursday and
Fridays women gather to make
perogees and hardly anyone there
speaks English, the St. Anthony's
Festival, which is a street
tion in Little Italy in honor of the
neighborhood being spared by

Eric Deutsch

Dr. Elaine Eff, City of Baltimore Folklorist, stands in front of a poster
publicizing her new film, The Screen Painters.

the Great Baltimore Fire, and the
many markets, the most impressive of which is Lexington
Market.
According to Dr. Eff, in order
to find the painted screens, which
will be taken down for winter
'soon, try walking along North
Collington Avenue between the
800 and 900 blocks. She suggests
making a day of the adventure,
and plan to have lunch at the Northeast Market. Other streets to try

include South Clinton Street
around Hausner's restaurant and
Fait Avenue around Linwood.
Dr. Effs office is presently
working on compiling a
guidebook for artisans, musicians, and musical instrument
makers to help them find places
to get raw materials. Students interested in helping out should call
Project Coordinator Maria
Nicolaidis at 396-5792.
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research
volunteers—Earn $10/hour if you
smoke marijuana. Participate in a
short outpatient study at FSKMC.
Call Roz at 550-0044 or Karen at
550-0007. Ad # 738-BPRU
87-10-29-01.
Adoption: Happily married couple
want a healthy infant to love and
care for. Please call our attorney collect 24 hours. (408) 288-7100.
A149
OUIKTYPE-- 7 days/wk. Same
day service available. 10% discount
w/VIP card. 542-2755. Mt.
Washington area.
CAMPUS REPS NEEDED: earn
big commissions and free trips by
selling Nassau/Paradise Island,
Cancun, Mexico and Ski trips to Vermont and Colorado. For more infortoll
mation
call
free
1-800-231-0113 or in CT.
203-967-3330.

HELP WANTED: Rental agent position available, part-time Sat. and
Sun. Must be dependable. On-sight
training. Call 366-6668, Mon-Wed,
10-12 pm.
SPRING BREAK TOUR PROMOTER ESCORT. Energetic per-
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1 am

CASH—Male

33331

as,ail

son,(M/F), to take sign-ups for our
FLORIDA tours. We furnish all
materials for a successful promotion. Good PAY and FUN. Call
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1-800-777-2270.
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JHU people paddle for fuel
by Ian Steinberg
As heating costs rise, what happens to the poor and the needy
who are unable to meet these
costs in the dead of winter?
Where do these people go to
avoid the freezing temperatures?
Maryland's answer to this growing problem is Paddle for People.
Paddle for People, also known
as the City's Fuel Fund, provides
money to the poor so that they can
better meet these heating costs.
The program, established eight
years ago by the Central Fuel
Fund of Maryland and cosponsored by WMAR Channel 2
News network, runs along the
same guidelines as a walk-a-thon,
only substituting paddle boats for
feet and balloons for checkpoints.
This year's Paddle for People
was held over Fall Break, on
Saturday, October 8. The program involves multiple races
which take place in the city's In-

ner Harbor. Thousands of
balloons are let loose in a
designated area of the harbor and
teams race in paddle boats to collect as many balloons as possible.
Each team is composed of 2 people from many different local
groups, ranging from high school
organizations to college clubs to
private teams. Each race lasts approximately 20-25 minutes, with
multiple races throughout the
morning and afternoon. After the
races are finished, the teams
return to their sponsors and collect the money owed. All money
collected by participants is then
sent to the Central Fuel Fund of
Maryland located in Towson, and
is then dispersed to various
geographical areas. The amounts
dispersed to each area are determined by the same formulas used by MEAP, the Maryland
Energy Assistance Program.
The central theme behind Paddle for People, according to Janet

Covington, a spokeswoman for
Channel 2 News, is to enlist the
private sector rather than the
government to aid the poor in
their heating costs. As Ms. Covington explains, the Fuel Fund is
a type of quasi-government agency, which means that all money

Enlisting "the private
sector rather than the
government to aid the
poor."

collected is from private donors.
The advantage to this type of aid
is that those who might not
qualify for much government aid
for one reason or another can
receive additional assistance, as
well as, if a crisis arises, the
agency will be better equipped to
handle the situation. According to

Ms. Covington, this year's program was extremely successful.
Preliminary figures show that the
Fuel Fund raised approximately
$48,000 to $50,000 and all involved are quite pleased.
In addition to the monetary
aspect, Paddle for People utilizes
the private sector in alternative
ways, such as volunteer work.
This work ranges from blowing
up balloons to registering teams
to counting balloon totals at the
end of each race. According to
Linda Faccett, PFP's coordinator
for these volunteers, over one
hundred local organizations
donated their time. As Ms. Faccett comments, "volunteer
groups are well-needed and are
very welcomed." She adds that
"they [PFP] ran short of groups
in the afternoon," but is appreciative for the help which they
received. Both Ms. Faccett and
Ms. Covington (WMAR)
recognize that part of the success
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of Paddle for People each year is
due to the "excellent help" of
volunteer groups.
Among this year's volunteers
were a few local Hopkins groups,
such as Circle K, a non-profit,
student-run, charitable organization, and BETA, a newly
established student group on campus. Known to the campus as
Beta, the group is composed of
sophomores,juniors, and seniors
who are attempting to reactivate
the Beta Theta Pi fraternity. As
part of their efforts to establish
themselves, Beta volunteered
their assistance throughout the
day. According to Beta member
Mike Baks, the volunteer work
was "a fun activity while helping
out the community." He adds
that this type of work is nice since
it is "not just giving, but it is getting involved—that interaction"
with the people you are helping.
Beta began in the fall of this
semester in answer to the campus' gradual move towards an increased involvement in the Greek
system. Presently, the campus is
about 25 percent Greek. When
asked why begin a fraternity as
opposed to joining an existing
one, Mr. Baks commented that
"the student body is more diverse
than a few years back" and that
"all interests are not represented
within the present Greek
system." When questioned as to
why Beta Theta Pi, Beta member
Mark Rodeffer spoke of the
brotherhood and the close relationships shared by not only the
members, but also the alumni. He
also mentioned.that rather than
bring another new fraternity to
campus, the students involved
wish to bring back one which
already has a history.
The history which Mr. Rodeffer refers to regards Beta as being the "founding father" of
Hopkins' Greek system. As the
first fraternity at Hopkins, Beta
played an active role in sports and
social programs as well as
academics. The chapter has been
absent for more than twelve years
and the students are presently
working with the administration
to bring the chapter back to the
Homewood campus. As one Beta
member responds, "Paddle for
People was the first of many
events which. we hope to play an
active role in at Hopkins as we attempt to return Beta to the position it once held—a campus
leader." If all goes well, the
students would like to see Beta
join the Greek system some time
in the spring.

DIAL - A - DATE
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Join FREE, Call 24 Hours a Day
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Muller awards
Schweitzer
Prize today

t.PaulCleaners

TAILORING, REPAIRING SAME DAY CLEANING AND PRESSING, SHOE REPAIRING

Courtesy of News and
Information
Marian Wright Edelman, the
president of the Children's
Defense Fund who has been
called the "101st Senator of
children's issues," will be
awarded the Albert Schweitzer
Prize for Humanitarianism today. The ceremony, which is
open to the public, will begin at
5 p.m. in Shriver Hall.
The third recipient of the
Schweitzer Prize since it was
established by the Alexander
von Humboldt Foundation in
1986, Ms. Edelman will accept
the honor from University
President Steven Muller, chairman of the Board of Trustees
for the prize. She will address
the audience after receiving the
award.
Edelman is being cited for a
lifetime of service to the needs
and concerns of children. As a
lawyer, author, and since 1973,
foundiing President of the
Children's Defense Fund, she
leading
a
been
has
spokeswoman on behalf of
children
disadvantaged
throughout the United States
and has supported measures to
improve their conditions.
Under Edelman's leadership,
the Children's Defense Fund
has become one of the nation's
most active and effective
organizations concerned with a
wide range of children's and
family issues, particularly
adolescent pregnancy prevention, child health, education,
child care, youth employment,
child welfare and mental health,
and family support systems.
The organization's most recent
report is entitled "Vanishing
Growing
Dreams: The
Economic Plight of America's
Young Families."
A native of Bennettsville,
S.C., Edelman attended
Spelman College and earned
her law degree from Yale Law
School in 1963. She began her
campaign for children in the
mid-1960s when, as the first
black woman admitted to the
Mississippi bar, she directed the
Legal Defense and Education
Fund of the National Association for the Advancement of
Colored People in Jackson,
Miss.
In 1968, Edelman founded
the Washington Research Project, which became the
Children's Defense Fund in
1973. She is MacArthur
Foundation Prize Fellow (1985)
and author of Families in Peril:
An Agenda for Social Change
based on her W.E.B. DuBois
Lectures delivered at Harvard
University in 1986.
The Albert Schweitzer Prize
for Humanitarianism, which
carries a $10,000 award, is
given annually by the Alexander von Humboldt Foundation in New York and is administered by Hopkins. The
prize was established by Dr.
H.C. Alfred Toepfer, an international grain merchant from
Hamburg, West Germany, and
the founder of the Alexander
von Humboldt Foundation.

COLLEGE MALES
HOW QUICKLY CAN YOU REACT?
SHOW US TO EARN $300

3120 St. Paul St.
235-4413

Work 4 DAYS in a research setting at Johns
Hopkins School of Medicine. If you are aged
18-25 and can prove college enrollment, act
NOW!! Call Tina at 550-0044 to register.
After 5 p.m. call 550-1973.
BPRU 86-06-23-01
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JHU ... Welcome Back!!

ALL
"SERVICES"
ARE ABSOLUTELY
FREE, QUICK &
CONVENIENT
'We're Right In Your Backyard'

•Air Tickets.
•Amtrak•
•Packages•
•Cruises•
•Tours•
Club.
.Free

Located In The Rotunda Mall
Up the Ramp From the Giant
{Take the Shuttle or Just Call)

Sewing Baltimore & JHU Since 1982

The Challenge:
Research, Term Paper, Thesis, Numerical Calculations,
or... "Dear Dad,Please send..."

The Solution:
Macintosh from Apple
and
The Microcomputer Center
Combine the affordability ofspecial university
purchase pricing with the power and performance of
Macintosh. Gain expandability and run thousands of
software programs that will help you tackle your toughest
tasks. Macintosh... power and performance in a very
small space... minimal training that lets you produce
results in a few hours.
Remember too, we can now offer The Apple
Student Loan-to-Own program. A special low interest
loan designed exclusively for you makes the borrowing
process easier. There's no need to show financial hardship... and.., repayment is just as easy.
Call Janet Immink today for details!

Campus Visits:
Contact: Janet Immink
Gilman Hall Bookstore
Wednesday, Nov 2, 1988
Proud m.nsr

abcd

The Microcomputer Center
7668 Belair Road Baltimore, MD 21236 668-2600

Our people are the difference
Maciatosh and the Apple Logo an registered trademarks of Appk Compater,

Authorized Dealer
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33 SCOUT GROUP
34 LACICADAY
35 PIMPLE
36 VENISON
37 ESTIMATES
38 GIC. GODDESS OF THE EARTH
40 DESERVE
41 DECLINED 1939 NOBEL
PRIZE(GER)
44 ORRA
47 DRY
48 KEG
49 TOY

26 TREAD

SO OWINGS

27 GENDER
30 PAST
31 IRRELIGIOUS

51 SCORCH
52 GK. NUMBER SEVEN
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34UM
36
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41

1A
FOR ALL SEASONS
4 FRESH-WATER FISH
8 THE YOUNGER"
12 FOUND IN NUCLEUS OF
CELLS
13 ALTER OF"AB GOD!"
14 CORROSIVE
15 MOTOR OIL BRAND
16 FLOWER SMELLING BULL
18 WOODWIND INSTRUMENT
20 PHYSICAL PERSON
21 TO MISREPRESENT
23 EXAMPLE
25 PARADISE

52

II

1 OPERATIONAL DEGREE
2FORMICIDE
3 PASTRY
4"HYMN TO THE PILLORY"
5 TO ONE SIDE
6 PULLMAN
7 RESPECIED IN ACADEMIA
8 KIAK
9 PLATO
10 PEnik.
11
MAN OUT
17 NORW.POET
19 GRAIN
21 DROP
22 MARGIN
23 CUBAN
24 ARAKS
26 FALSEHOOD

27 ANNOTATE
22 CANAL
29 DRI'VE-IN("AMERICAN
GRAFFITI")
31 HYMN
35 FORBID
36 FEAT
37 YACHT
38 TEACHER
39 A CRAVAT
40 ICELANDIC LITERARY
WORK
41 BASE
42 REJECT
43A BOOK OF THE BIBLE
45 PERIOD
46 ADM.DEGREE

ACTIVITIES CALENDAR
Friday, October 21

Wednesday, October 26

Last day to drop a course without a notation on the transcript.
Most of the day. Last day to get senior portraits—Merryman Hall basement.
Last day to convert a graded course to pass-fail, or vice-versa.
Sign-up sheet next to the Union Desk.
No Hoppy Hour this week. It will return October 28.
Noon. Wednesday Noon Series presents The Baltimore Brassworks, From
All day. Cultural Festival begins, continuing through October 27.
Bach to the Beatles"—Garrett Room.
Most of the day. Senior portraits for yearbook—Merryman Hall basement. Sign- 8 p.m. MSE Symposium presents John Anderson, "Government Spending and
up sheet next to the Union Desk.
the Fulfillment of National Responsibility' —Shriver Hall.
8 and 10:15 p.m. Senior Class: Richard Pryor—Live on the Sunset Stnp—Shaffer 3.
8 and 10:15 p.m. WWF: Biloxi Blues—Shriver Hall.
9 p.m.-1 a.m. Concert Committee presents Instant Siberia, the Churchmice, and
the Eunucks as part of the HOP's Oktoberfest. $2 admission.
8 p.m. MSE Symposium presents a panel discussion, "The Third World Debt Crisis:
Perspectives and Solutions"—Garrett Room.
9 p.m.-2 a.m. Funk Night—Grad Club. Two IDs required. Only $1 cover charge.
Bring your own bbbbbbbodies.
8 and 10:15 p.m. Senior Class: Richard Pryor—Live on the Sunset Strip—Shaffer 3.
8 and 10:15 p.m. WWF: Biloxi Blues—Shriver Hall.

Thursday, October 27

Saturday, October 22

Friday, October 28

Sunday, October 23

PARENTS' WEEKEND!!!
Deadline to submit proposals for lntersession courses to SAC Office.
11 a.m. Mass—Glass Pavilion.
4:30-7 p.m. HOPPY HOUR—Glass Pavilion.
2 p.m. Amnesty International Focus on Brazil: Lecture by John Garrison, followed 7 p.m. Soccer vs. Washington College.
by public petition signing by community leaders—Arellano Theater/Glass 8 and 10:15 p.m. Senior Class: Psycho—Shaffer 3.
Pavilion.
8 and 10:15 p.m. WWF: The Lost Boys—Shriver Hall.
7 and 9:30 p.m. Reel World: The Bicycle Thief—Shaffer 3.
8 p.m. Barnstormers present "Whose Life Is It Anyway' —Arellano Theater.
7:30 p.m. Office of Special Events presents Oscar Brand in "Winning Elections
Musically: Presidential Campaign Songs' —Shriver Hall.

Listen Up, Guys!!!

Monday, October 24
Most of the day. Senior portraits for yearbook—Merryman Hall basement. Signup sheet next to the Union Desk.
4 p.m. Department of History presents David W. Cohen, "A Case for the
Basoga"—Gilman 315.

Tuesday, October 25
Most of the day. Senior portraits for yearbook—Merryman Hall basement. Signup sheet next to the Union Desk.
10 a.m.-11 p.m. Freshman elections—AMR II entrance.

As a result of the unusual number of on-campus activities this week, the
AM (Activities Master) has been uncharacteristically generous in publicizing
events for which he did not receive notification. Anyone who wants an event
or deadline publicized in the future must observe the following rules:
The Activities Calendar publicizes activities sited at Hopkins institutions
in Baltimore City, as well as some student-organized special events. All events
are free unless otherwise noted. This section will publicize academic
deadlines, films, lectures, sporting events, and other special events. Clubs
wishing to publicize meetings should use Campus Notes.
Entries MUST be typed and under 25 words long or they will not be
printed. Submit entries for consideration by Tuesday at 5 p.m. Questions?
Call Flory or Kathleen at x7647.
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Arts
FLIPSIDE: Rattle and Hum U2 misses its mark
by Phil Gochenour

way objective, and should not be
regarded as being a critical opiFirst of all, I'm obliged to re- nion. It's really about what I likmind you that three bands will be ed then and don't like now.
performing tonight in the Great
There were a lot of things I likHall and that the HOP will be ed about U2, including their
there serving refreshments. I per- sound. It was unique on every
sonally picked the bands, so you album, from Boy on up to The
have my assurance of a good time Unforgettable Fire. As anyone
with cool tunes.
who has ever tried to cover a U2
Okay, now to the real subject song can tell you, it's nearly imat hand: U2's new album, Rattle possible to capture the right
and Hum. Ever since I bought sound, although many people
this album last Wednesday, I've have tried it. At the same time,
been trying to figure out how to their sound was maturing and
approach it, and I think the easiest changing on every album, and if
thing is to just say that I don't like there was one band that seemed
it. The fact that I don't like it has like it would never stagnate, it
very little to do with technical was U2. All of which makes it
aspects, although there are some that much harder for me to
technical problems—the mixes on understand why they have chosen
several of the live performances to almost completely abandon
are badly done, for example, and what they've built upon and
the Edge doesn't take the most switch over to sounding like an
dynamic guitar leads I've ever American blues rock band. An inheard. For the most part, terest in American rhythm and
however, these are things that I blues can be expressed in many
could overlook.
ways, but U2 seems to have taken
What spoils this album for me the extreme approach.
is that it in no way sounds like the
In my opinion, The UnforgetU2 I grew up listening to. Now, table Fire was a truer expression
I should make it quite clear that of the philosophy of rhythm and
what's about to follow cannot blues, simply because U2 was
really be called objective
expressing itself through
criticism. My attachment to U2 is its own cultural medium inlargely personal and emotional, stead of an adopted one. Perhaps
and some of my fondest if U2 had stuck with the
memories involve their music, Eno/Lanois production team,
like the time I lip-synched who seemed to have a firm grasp
"Drowning Man" to a girl I was of U2's more spiritual aspects,
madly in love with. Consequent- Rattle and Hum might have rely, what I'm about to say is in no mained truer to what had already

been established.
However, in what seems like
another attempt to deny their
European background, U2 opted
to abandon both the Lillywhite
and Eno/Lanois production
teams, and settle for American
producer, Jimmy Iovine. This
was a mistake. Iovine has produced a good many groups (Stevie
Nicks being one example), but he
is, at best, a pedestrian producer
given to occasional spurts of

creative inspiration (none of
which seem to have made it onto
this album).
And while we're on the subject
of producers, let's compare
Lillywhite and Iovine for just a
second. Have you ever noticed
that on "Seconds," the rising and
falling voices of the chorus imitate the rising and falling tones
of an air-raid siren? It's a very
subtle thing that you don't notice
at first, but it's the kind of light

touch that can make or break a
song. Iovine, on the other hand,
produced "Angel of Harlem," a
song that's so slick and produced as to be an insult to the jazz
improvisationists that it's
dedicated to. Iovine seems to be
at his strongest on "God Part II"
but the mark of the good producer
is consistently good production,
See FLIP, 17

Morning Edition Cafe
Culinary comforts
An Evening at the Morning Edition Cafe.
Sunday morning brunch isn't
the only thing that the Morning
Edition Cafe dishes up with
warmth and character. And
although quite breakfast oriented,
their 17+ specialty drinks can be
served any night of the week.
It's been getting cold out—
things are looking a little grey and
serious. There's a cold, cruel,
impersonal city out there.
Sometimes you wonder what's so
great about winter anyway.
If you're looking for a little
warmth in these hard times, the
Morning Edition Cafe is a good
place to find it. Located on the
corner of Paterson Park and
Fayette, this place is in a world
of its own. Walk in, and no mat-

ter what the time, it's Christmas.
Little lights twinkle, candles
glow, and wonderful smells waft
through the air. When it gets a little colder, you can pull up a chair
by the woodstove. And even the
chairs themselves are not without
charm. Mismatched furniture and
art are all a part of the Cafe's
homey appeal.
And the food? Think Vermont,
think homestead and good, hot
cider. Then think about all the interesting food you'd be likely to
discover, say, backpacking
through the Near and Far East.
The Morning Edition Cafe
brings exotic food home without
giving you culture shock. It all
looks, sounds, and tastes great.
Persian Pizza, Thai Sate, and
Ginger Calamari were a few that
stood out from the selection.

There were also enough salad
and vegetarian entrees to put
vegetarians into culinary nirvana.
We sampled the Thai Sate—
vegetables and noodles in a
perfectly concocted peanut sauce,
the veggies cooked just tender—
not even a hint of sogginess. And
the peanut sauce, deserving commendation, was neither too heavy
nor too light but of perfect intensity and density and lit up with a
hint of ginger. Anyone who has
ever been ambitious enough to attempt peanut sauce preparation
can appreciate the merits of a
perfect peanut sauce.
Although the list of unusual
special entrees is variable, there
are a few not-so-regulars you can
expect to crick around. My own
See FOOD, 17

*FRESHMAN ELECTIONS*
President
Michael McNamara
Charles "Bron" Jones
Jenelle Troxell
Blake J. Werth
Tracy Williams
Vice President
Michael Albrecht
Amol S. Bapat
Scott L. Haag
Ashley Hou
Art Interian
Hasan Shanawani
Karen Shaw

Primary Election
Tues, Oct. 25
10 am-11 pm

Secretar
Veronica Rodriguez
Evelyn Jerome

Treasurer
Eric DiIda
Gail Gedachian
Arthur Mark

Representatives
(Choose 3)
Susan Boyle
Justin Chandler
Raymond Cho
Mona Foad
Craig Freeman
Jorge A. Gana
Kelly Gebo
Akash Tasneem Hogue
Chris Post
Jay Rao
Lyle Roberts
Debbie Roth
Amy Sandusky
Simon Whang
Run-off Election
Tues, Nov. 1
10 am-12 pm
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Imagine: Lennon lives
by John H. Park
I was never particularly wants to buy or die.)
So I walked into Imagine: John
fanatical about the Beatles. They
not really knowing what
Lennon
wrote some great songs, yes, but
expect.
I'd always admired
to
the
light
showed
me
they never
as an artist, certainJohn
Lennon
the way they have some people.
honestly,
what more could
ly,
but
I think one of the things that
have
to
say than The
this
film
that
was
about
them
bothered me
Phillip NorBeatles,
Compleat
as time passed it became increasbook
Shout, or
man's
definitive
ingly difficult, if not wholly imgood
back
issues
of Rolla
few
songs
as
polite, to talk about their
than
I
expected
Stone?
More
ing
opposed to their Importance.
producers David
(Meaning, I assume, their roles as thanks to
Wolper and Andrew Solt, whose
progenitors of the much-fabled
eclectic, but artful, compilation of
fervor and youthful idealism
footage, much narrated by
film
which made the Sixties such a
desirable place to be as oppos- Mr. Lennon himself, proves to be
ed to now, when everyone just accessible, sometimes il-

ARTSCAL
Theater
Towson State University
presents The Great God Brown,
Eugene O'Neill's highly experimental play about the opposing forces of practicality and passion. The show runs until October
29 and starts tonight. Ticket
prices are $4 for students with
ID, while the regular tickets are
$6. For more information call
3 2 1 - 22 44 .

Film
Weekend Wonderflix presents
the film adaption of Neil Simon's
Biloxi Blues. It stars Matthew
Broderick and Christopher

luminating, and wholly entertaining. The research, too, for Imagine is obviously expansive, and
very impressive. Everyone from
John's Aunt Mimi to manager
Brian Epstein to Cynthia Lennon
are present, and few, if any, relevant stones are left undisturbed.
As might be expected, the first
half of the film describes John
within the context of the Beatles.
Much of the footage here is
classic and irresistible. It's always
fun to see John, Paul, George,
and Ringo jumping up and down
as moptops, or hear their(female)
fans scream and writhe as they

always did in those days of pot Beatle producer George Martin
and glory. Just as interesting, describes concisely how the band
however, is how that screaming decided to take a definite political
was changed to booing when John stance during their second
made his famous "We're more American tour).
popular than Jesus" statement.
The film chronicles briefly the
The footage of Southern band's breakup, then seeks to
Americans used here is describe how Yoko Ono and John
humorous, but not without a would recreate their lives. The
serious implicit social perspec- greater part of the footage used
tive. When one young belle here was shot by the Lennons
reminds a television reporter that themselves. This section of the
the Beatles are in a lofty position film renders a John Lennon who
where "a lot of young people will spent a good deal of his time
listen to them," the implications reconciling and ultimately,
of her words will be borne out for
the rest of the film (as when
See IMAGINE, 17

Walken and the showing times
are 8 & 10:15 p.m., Friday and
Saturday, in Shriver Hall.
The Senior Class Film Series is
showing Richard Pryor: Live on
the Sunset Strip. Possibly the funniest live comedy film ever made,
it features some two hours of
Pryor's genius. Times are 8 84.
10:15 p.m., Friday and Saturday,
in Shaffer 3.
Music
Octoberfest/Local Band Night
is happening tonight at 9 p.m. in
Levering Hall. It features three of
the best local area bands—Instant
Siberia, the Eunuchs, and the
Church Mice—plus imported
German beer and Jello Twister in
the Glass Pavilion. $2 gets you in
to see the rock and roll show of
the month. Looks to be a kicking
evening.

PHI PSI

Saturday, October 29
12:00 P.M.
Gilman Quad
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Rattle
& Hum
FLIP, from 15
not one song out of seventeen. In
the end it seems that U2's
distinctly Irish/European sound
has fallen as yet one more victim
cultural
of
American
imperialism.
The American approach has
also had an affect on Bono's lyric
writing. He has, perhaps naturally, become darker and more introspective over time, but he has
also become much more direct
and overtly political, qualities that
I find alienating. Earlier U2 songs
were much more ambiguous, and
they concentrated on a montage
of images to convey their meaning. The interpretation of these
images was left up to the listener,
which made each song much
more of a personal experience.
Bono, however, seems to have
lost confidence in both his earlier
lyrics' ability to convey his meaning and his listeners' ability to interpret them. Now he relies on

direct assertions and he is more
likely to write a directly romantic or political song. Furthermore, these qualities seem to now
be mutually exclusive, whereas
an earlier song like "New Year's
Day" could have multiple meanings and interpretations. Bono has
simplified his lyric writing and
made it more direct. In doing so
perhaps he has insured that the
meaning of each song is clearer,
but he has taken the listener out
of the loop and denied him the
ability to make his own interpretations. Because of this, U2's
songs may be less ambiguous, but
they are also, to me at least, less
powerful.
Clearly, U2 has changed quite
a bit since 1980, when Boy was
released. Change is an inevitable
quality of life. I've changed since
five years ago. The girl I sang to
has been gone for two years, and
many of my pre-Hopkins friends
have gone on their own paths. But
just because change is inevitable,it doesn't mean that I
can't miss what once was. I will
miss the old U2 as much as I miss
my absent friends.

Imagine: Lennon
rative describing them is provided by friends and outside
retreating from his past, primarily observers.
And finally, there is the music.
through a renewed political activism. Strangely, the most effec- Superlative as ever, the songs
tive bits are those showing John here are woven into the visual
at work in his home studio, relax- text of the film with such exed and silly, or berating a tape ceedingly good sense that their
engineer for incompetence. The subtext seems immediately apSeventies were unquestionably parent and relevant. I was
John Lennon's most confusing bothered by many of the live
years, and it is probably good that Beatle performances, however.
no small part of the film's nar- There the songs had been remixIMAGINE, from 16

Hip Hop

ed to such crystal clarity that they
sounded unreal, and it often appeared that the Beatles were miming to a tape of themselves. A
minor quibble, though, for an
otherwise worthwhile film.

Hot
Cider
FOOD, from 15
favorite dependable dinner is the
Morning Edition hamburger. The
bun boasts a big, fresh, hearty
burger with your choice of
cheese, bacon, or mushrooms. If
you've never had a brieburger,
you may be in for a treat. Burgers
come with chips, lettuce, and
tomato, and there's bound to be
interesting garnish. We got
peaches.
If you can fit it into your
stomach and budget, go for
desert. After all, think winter,
think several layers of clothing.
Budgetwise, the Morning Edition
is a real steal. For between ten
and fifteen dollars you can enjoy
a full meal with drinks.
A few tips for those of you who
not only want a homey dining experience but also want to hang out
for a while: head out to the Morning Edition on a Thursday night,
and you'll be well entertained as
well as well fed. Thursday nights
feature Ned Sparrow, an intelligent and talented fellow,
playing mellow rock and
originals on his guitar and harmonica. He has a list of songs
he'll gladly let you choose from,
so you can pick out some Cat
Stevens to sing along with. With

House Music

music added to this already warm
and friendly atmosphere, it's a little
like
camp
without
the mosquito bites. Or a ski
weekend without the broken
limbs.
Just so I don't seem opposed to
the name, the Morning Edition
still specializes in one of the best
brunches you'll ever eat. It may
be wise to reserve ahead for Sunday morning. The menu includes
regular brunch fare, as well as
creative, scrumptious specials:
French toast made with liquor
and vegetable breads of the week.

,
Answer to last week s
Cartoon Fun...
The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari
(1919) is a cinematic classic, a
German expressionistic horror
film in which the backgrounds are
grotesquely distorted, built at
brain-aching angles designed to
evoke the agonies and delusions
of a deranged mind.
The humor of the cartoon
comes from the incongruous ef-

Cocktail selections, of which
there are many, are innovative
and entertaining. Some come
with such names as "The
Donor," a cranberry-based
cocktail reminding us of the Morning Edition's proximity to the
med school.
So bundle up, trundle yourself
into a vehicle with snowtires, and
head out into the country on Patterson and Fayette. You may find
yourself saving an awful lot of
money on travel expenses when
you find out how easy it is to "get
away" to the Morning Edition.
fect of this disturbing aesthetic
applied to a delicatessen, from the
absurdity of the evil Dr. Caligari
and his hapless assistant Cesare
behind the counter. It was actually hysterically funny. The fault is
mine for making another
cinematic allusion. Nobody
`laughed when I pushed the baby
carriage down Gilman steps
either.

Ar U a gud
reeder? Kan u
type?
Wee at the Nooz-Leter kneed a phew gud
men (or wimmen)too type and reed kopy
4 us. Kall 338-7647 and asque 4 Diana
orr Ja . Soon. Pleeze. Reely.

FREE DELIVERY

FUNK NIGHT
Thursday October 27 and
every Thursday
3215 North Charles St.
Corner of 33rd St.

467-0802

Come between nine and We also feature all you can eat soup, salad, pizza.
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Grad Club
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Science
Salmonella: a preventable malady
by Julia Allen

In July of 1986, over 100 people became ill after eating
tomatoes sliced by a Chicago
cook who had feces on his hands.
In November, five people died after
eating pureed food in a Connecticut nursing home. In April, 56
people in Washington DC
became extremely sick after
eating gefilte fish. In all of these
cases, the food was contaminated
with salmonella bacterias.
Salmonella is a disease that
originates from a bacteria which
causes gastrointestinal distress in
its victims. People who suffer
from salmonella usually dismiss
the symptoms, which include
headaches, vomiting, fever, and
"unrelenting diarrhea" as the flu
or the "24-hour bug". In most
instances, diarrhea is the primary
symptom and the outbreak is
neither serious nor painful.
Most people who suffer from
salmonella don't even realize that
they have it. Doctors tell people
with the disease to "let the infection run its course" and rarely
order tests to locate the bacteria.
People who are actually labelled
as having salmonella are those
who are either severely sick or
those who got sick at the same
time and place as others.
As a result, salmonella is one
of the most underreported
diseases in America. In 1986,
there were an estimated 81

million cases of salmonella. Out
In some cases, thou*, this
of tfiat number, 35,000 were process cannot prevent other
hospitalized with salmonella diseases from invading the body.
poisoning, 120,000 suffered crip- Between two and three percent of
pling diseases resulting from it, salmonella victims develop
and 1,000 were killed by it. Most chronic arthritis a few weeks after
people probably get salmonella the initial occurence. These peopoisoning 100 times during their ple all have the HLA-B27 gene,
lives.
as do ten percent of all
The path salmonella takes Americans. The immune systems
through the body is the same that of people with this gene can be
food follows. The salmonella fooled by a component of the
goes in through the mouth and salmonella bacteria, and consepasses on to the stomach. The quently, they develop chronic
relatively high temperatures and arthritis.
stomach acids usually kill off other diseases are sometimes
foreign invaders; salmonella, discovered in salmonella sufferhowever, is most comfortable at ers as well. Septic arthritis
body temperature. The acids of results when the salmonella
the stomach combined with the bacteria invades the joints. Other
bases of the foods consumed then people may suffer from inflamneutralize the stomach fluids, mation of the urethra,joints, and
again providing a comfortable eyes, a group of symptoms known
medium for salmonella. Unde- as Reiter's syndrome.
terred, the salmonella usually start
The process by which
to multiply here in the stomach. salmonella bacteria are spread is
From the stomach, the salmonella quite simple to understand. Since
move on to attack and invade the they can withstand incredible
intestines and colon, multiplying ranges in temperature, few of
as they go. The bowels' defense them ever perish. The salmonella
mechanism, diarrhea, responds to usually survive the bowel movethis attack by manufacturing large ment of the animal from which
amounts of mucus, drawing water they originated. They continue to
from the blood stream, and flourish as other animals ingest
pushing everything out of the in- them from either the soil or contestine through the anus. By taminated feed. Once the
repeating this process frequently salmonella is consumed, the cyover a long period of time, the cle begins again. The bacteria
body excretes most of the lives in the animal's intestines
bacteria. In most cases, the and if it isn't discarded in the
bacteria is flushed out by the diar- feces, it waits for slaughtering'
rhea process.
time to arrive. The processing of
,

Food prepared in institutional settings has a higher incidence of contamination by salmonella bacteria

chickens into meat, for instance,
spreads salmonella with high efficiency. In 1985, Americans ate
4.7 billion chickens. Since the demand for some meats, like
chicken, is so high, machinery
has been designed for high-speed
plants that can process up to 80
chickens per minute.
Salmonella can be transmitted
from the intestines to the edible
parts of the chicken in several
ways. During defeathering, the
machine presses so hard on the
chicken that its feces sometimes
spurt out from its intestines and
drip onto its other parts. During
disembowelment, the high-speed

gutters tear open the intestine and
sometimes spray waste matter all
over the body of the chicken.
Cross-contamination occurs when
liquids from one animal accidentally get dripped onto another.
Once people take contaminated
meat home from the store, the
problem can worsen considerably. If meat is left out at
room temperature, the bacteria
can double every twenty-five
minutes. And if certain combinations of contaminated foods are
eaten together, such as turkey and
egg nog, stomach acids can be
See SALMONELLA, 19

Senior Portraits will be
taken on Monday, October
24, Tuesday, October 25,
and Wednesday, October 26.
Schedule an appointment on the
si(e n up sheets near the 'Union
Desk in Leverin
If you missed your appointment
this week, schedule another
ointment next week.
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New device controls irregular heartbeat
Every year approximately ,
300,000 Americans die suddenly, usually as a result of ventricular fibrillation, an activity in
which the heart stops beating and
quivers chaotically. A new group
of implantable devices are now
being tested at the Johns Hopkins
Medical Insitutions which will
hopefully benefit this group of
people.
The new device, an automatic
cardiovertor
implantable
defibrillator (AICD)can be programmed to give the heart a 700
volt shock in an effort to return
the heart to its normal speed and
pumping pattern. Older models,
after being inserted, could not be
reprogrammed for the voltage of

the shock or for the heart rate at
which the shock would be administered. According to Dr.
Thomas Guarnieri, associate professor of medicine at Hopkins,"a
unit set in the factory to respond
to a heart rate of 150 beats per
minute will not respond to an
equally dangerous 148 beats per
minute. We needed a smarter
device."
In addition, there are times
when an elevated heart rate is
normal, such as during strenuous
exercise. The new device can be
programmed to respond at a
higher rate during exercise, and
later it can be returned to the normal heart rate. The AICD is programmed using radio waves

transmitted from a wand con- neck into the superior vena -Cava
nected to a portable computer near the heart's right atrium.
The AICD can also be pro- Another is positioned over the
grammed to deliver a shock lower apex of the heart through a three
in intensity than the normal 700 inch incision under the tip of the
volt shock. In this way, physi- breastbone. Both leads are attachcians can accomplish the same ef- ed to a generator the size of a
fect, while reducing the discom- cigarette pack, placed in an abfort to the patient. This may prolong the life of the device, since
each full shock causes a reduction.
of battery life of one full month.
The batteries that power the
Flu season is just around the
$15,000 device are designed to
corner, and many students are
last 36 months.
The procedure used to insert wondering whether they should
the device does not involve ma- 1r; receive a flu shot.
jor surgery. To insert the AICD,
Influenza, or "flu," is a viral
an electrode is pushed down illness characterized by abrupt
through the jugular vein in the d onset of fever, sore throat, and
non-productive cough. Unlike
other common respiratory infec/jtions, influenza can cause extreme malaise lasting several
g days. Healthy college students
usually recover without cotnthe crevices of wooden boards. : plications. However, individuals
Poultry should be rinsed before with lung disease, severe
asthma,
being prepared, and raw meat
%diabetes, for other chronic illjuices should not be allowed to nesses may be at a greater risk for
drip on other foods. When grill- serious complications such as
ing, separate plates should be us- pneumonia.
ed for the raw and cooked meats.
According to the Centers for
Precautions are being taken in the Disease Control(CDC), there are
processing departments as well. likely to be three different strains
A machine has been developed in :::$z)f flu this year. In the United
which stores can detect con- /States, influenza B isolates were
tamination of a meat within 24 reported from Arizona during
hours. In the future, these pro- June, July, and August, and from
cesses should reduce the amount Texas in late July. Type
of salmonella bacteria allowed A/Taiwan virus was
isolated in
past the beginning stages of Washington D.C. in late July.
development.
The A/Sichuan is a new strain

neutralized and bacteria multiply
even further. The combination of
these factors is dangerous because
the larger the amount of
salmonella bacteria you ingest,
the sicker you become.
The most common transmitters
of salmonella, in order, are
turkey, beef, and chicken.
Chicken, usually thought to be the
main carrier of salmonella, does
not often infect people because it
is not eaten rare. Turkey is also
not eaten rare, but it is harder to
determine when a turkey is done
in the middle since most are so

large. A small percentage of
salmonella cases result from personal contact with someone who
has feces on their hands.Some
pets, such as birds, fish, dogs,
cats, and turtles, fecally contaminate their owners.
Although salmonella may seem
to be inescapable, many precautions can be taken against contracting it. Food shouldn't be left
out at room temperature for more
than 2 hours. Defrosting should
be done in either a refrigerator
or microwave so the bacteria
doesn't multiply. Acrylic cutting
boards should be used instead of
wooden ones, as bacteria hide in

Information courtesy of JHMI.

Flu alert

Food poisoning
from SALMONELLA, 18

dominal skin pocket.
The original device pas been
implanted in 5,000 people
worldwide. Hopkins expects that
by next summer ten patients will
receive this new device.

which caused last year's outbreaks of the disease. Thus, thel
1988-9 Influenze Virus Vaccine
contains the following antigens:
A/Taiwan. A/Sichuan, and
B!Victoria.
The potency of the current vaccine is such that there is only g
minimal risk of systemic or ti
febrile reactions. Contraindications to receiving the vaccine are/,
limited to severe allergies to eggs:Ai,
and acute febrile illness. In theil
case of the latter, vaccinationgi
should be deferred until the
lness has resolved.
The optimal time to obtain a flut.
shot is November to allow adel
quate time, usually two to foure
weeks, for the necessary an-e
tibodies to develop.
Students who feel they are in
the high risk catagory or simplyi
wish to reduce their risk of ac4;:i
quiring influenza infection may
call the Student Health Clinic atii
338-8270 to schedule an appoint-!:.ii
ment to receive the 1988-9 Influenza Virus Vaccine. The cost/
of the vaccine is $3.00.

1988 The Milton S. Eisenhower Symposium

Author of Peruvian Democracy
under Economic Stress and Latin
American Debt

DEBT
DEFICIT:
WHAT
PRICE
FORT
FUT

Twos., October 10
Th. Truro Nature of
Dash Implications
for fiovorsontmet and
Socloty
Dr. Lester Tburow
Dean of the Sloan School of
Management
Fortner Member of U.S.
President's Council of
Economic Advisors
Author of Zoo SIM SOClay
Shriver Hall. 8:00 p.m.

Wod., October 26
0ovonsineast Spending
and tho FulfIllessont of
National Rosponsibility
John Anderson
Ten-term Member of the U.S.
House of
Representatives
Independent Candidate for
U.S. President
Author of Cony= and Conscience and The Anemias% Economy
We Need Boa Wool Gig
Shrew... Mall &An

Dr. Werner Baer
Professor of Economics,
University of Illinois at UrbanaChampaign
Author of The Brazilian Economy:
Growth and Development
The Garrett Room,8:00 p.m.

Tleurs.,Ostobor 27
Th. Third Ikiforld Debt
Crisis: Porspoctivos and
Solutions
Dr. Carl Christ (Moderator)
Abram Hutzler Professor of
Economics at TheJohns
Hopkins University
Dr. Michael Darby
Assistant Secretary of the
Treasury for Economic Affairs
Author of The latanational
Theemaiseion ofInflation
PednAho Kuczynski
Chairman of First Boston
International
Fotmer Minister of Energy and
Mines in Pent

Twos., November 1
Th. Consoquoncos of
Prolonged Fiscal Deficit
David Stockman
Former Director of U.S. Office
of Management
and Budget
Author of The Triurlrh of
Politics: Why the Reagan Revolution Failed
Shriver Hall, 8:00 p.m.

Thurs., Novonshor 3
The AUsuederoloocl
Foclorcd Dmigot &Malt
Dr. Robert Eimer
William R. Kenan Professor of
Economia at Northwestern
University
President of the American
Economic Associatbn
The Arelicno Theater, 8:00
Pan-

Tuos., Novombor 8
The For•ign Policy
Implications of
&Keening the World's
Largest Debtor Nation
Elliot Richardson
Former Secretary of Defense
Former Assistant Secretary of
State
Former U.S. Attorney General
The Arellano Theater, 8:00
p.m.

Chairmen:
Ujjal Ghoshtagore and
Ranjit Bagga

1988 Milton S.
Ilsoachowor Symposium
Donors:
The Johns Hopkins
University Student Council
Black & Decker Inc
T. Rowe Price
The Johns Hopkins
University Alumni
Association
Al lectures aro fro*
and epee to tho
For more
sal,(301) 338-7692/
8209.
.
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The Puzzle
I remember back in the old days,
when one of those fancy hundred and
fifty piece puzzles, printed with three colors, cost fifty cents. I'd buy them all the
time, because it only took me a little less
than an hour to do each one. That was
back in the olds days when things were
simple.
So now I sit here in the lounge at the
end of the hall on the third floor of the
hospital trying to sort out the pieces. I've
been used to the smell of cardboard
dust, but the odor of antiseptic is new
to me, and it makes me jittery. Sarah's
only three rooms down the hall, but
she's sleeping now and I don't think I
should disturb her. She's been here for
three weeks tomorrow, three weeks
since she passed out on the kitchen
floor while she was making dinner. She
just stopped and said, "Oh Sid," then
fell. I thought that she was dead, and
I didn't know what to do, but somehow
the ambulance got there and took us to
the hospital.
I haven't been back to the house
since then. I've been here, staying with
Sarah and doing shy puzzles in the
meantime. The doctors, they tell me old
folks like Sarah and me get cancer all
the time, and for most of them that's just
the way they know their time has come.
They want to keep her here, though,
because maybe they can do something
for her. But at her age they say she'd
never survive chemotherapy, and
surgery is out of the question.
Seeing the Gideon Bible in the room
the time I was in for hernia surgery a few

Readings
by Eric Ruck at Hopkins

years back and again when I visited
Jimmy with a broken leg just a few
months ago seemed funny to me then,
but I think I understand it now. I can't
ask the doctors for any more help—I'm
sure they're doing everything they can,
just as they did for Jimmy and me. But
when things are more serious like they
are now, at least it's nice to know what
else is left to me.
It reminds me, a couple of years ago
when the damned puzzles got so hard
for me, stumbling along like I used to
with those old fashioned children's
puzzles, that I used to go to bed every
night stark raving mad, jut because I
couldn't get anywhere with them. That
year for my birthday,, my wife Sarah
bought me this puzzle-doing book, and
although an old coot like myself doesn't
like changing his ways, and I specifically
did not read this book for weeks, I eventually got to it. Ever since I've been pulling out the edges first and sorting all the
different colors and shapes apart. The
puzzles have slowly but surely been getting done, and I've been a lot nicer to
sleep with.
Tonight I really can't think that well,
but I'll try to get all the outside pieces
together before I fall asleep because
those aren't very difficult to do. I read
that from the book—live and learn,
somebody always says.
I'm up, and I hope I don't look half
as bad as I feel after sleeping in the
lounge another night. I slip quietly into
Sarah's room, but she's still sleeping.
Her pale pink nightgown breathes in

Personal Touch Laundry Service

and out lightly. To look at her you
wouldn't know there's anything wrong,
except that bed she's in, it has those
metal guards like all hospital beds. As
if she was going somewhere.
I run down to the little cafeteria in the
basement and grab one of those yellow
styrofoam trays with scrambled eggs
and microwaved bacon on it and a
styrofoam cup of coffee. I pay $2.50 for
it, as if this whole ordeal isn't costing me
enough all ready. It smells like hospital
sheets, and it tastes like soap, but I
swallow fast. When I get back to the
room, Sarah is already awake, looking
up at her morning news show on television. I don't think she has missed that
show in the last ten years except for that
morning after she fell.
I kiss her on the forehead and ask her
how she is and she says fine, and I hold
her hand until she finishes watching her
program, pretending to watch the television with her but mostly just watching
her. When it's over we talk about
nothing in particular and she begs me
to tell her a story, she likes my stories
so much. So I tell her a story and that
makes her happy, and then I go get my
new puzzle to show her.
I am using this special "puzzle
board" because the tables around here
aren't big enough any more for my
newest puzzle, 1500 little-bitsy
technicolor pieces of cardboard that are
supposed to make the picture on the
box top, only bigger. The board also
makes it possible to carry the puzzle
around. It certainly is a pretty picture,

Robert Pinski
7:30 p.m., Tues., Oct. 25
The Tudor & Stewart Room

John Hollander
8:00 p.m., Wed., Nov. 2
The Tudor & Stewart Room
John Hollander's first book of poems,
A Crackling of Thorns, was chosen by
W.H. Auden as the 1958 volume in the
Yale Series of Younger Poets. Since then,
he has written fourteen books of poetry and
several books of criticism. In 1983, he was
awarded the Bollingen Prize for Poetry.

Graduate Readings

All readings on Wed., at 6:30 in the
Little Theatre, Levering Hall

Oct. 26
Stacy Fols

Ellen Barber

Baltimore's Only
GRADUATE/PROFESSIONAL
SCHOOL FAIR
Monday, October 24, 1988
12:00 noon to 4:00 pm
LOYOLA COLLEGE
McGuire Hall
DeChiaro College Center
N. Charles St. and Cold Spring Lane

Offering to Johns Hopkins
Staff, Faculty & Students
Wash Dry & Fold Service
for SO C per pound
15 pound minimum
Pick Up & Delivery
We do laundry professionally
but in a personal way
Call a representative at
327-6277 917 Caroline St.

* Learn how graduate/professional
school can be a viable option for you.
* Visit with more than 60 representatives
from business, law, medical, and
graduate schools.
* Explore admission possibilities.
* Investigate time flexible programs for
the "working" student.
* Identify schools and programs that
meet your needs.
Bring copies of your resume
Sponsored by the Greater Baltimore
Consortium—College of Notre Dame of
Maryland*Coppin State College*Goucher
College*THE JOHNS HOPKINS
UNIVERSITY* Loyola College* Morgan State
University*Towson State
University* University of Maryland Baltimore
County Campus
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one of those new patterned things, different colored pencils, shiny pencils,
striped and checkered pencils, all sorts
of pencils all over the place, some inside a big, round, mirrored holder. It
was one of those new camera trick pictures, so that all of the pencils up close
to the bottom are big, bright, and clear,
then they go way back into Never-never
Land where they get out of focus and
finally fade to black. I've always liked
pencils, because they never clog, you
can write upside down on things with no
problem, and you can erase what you
wrote if you don't want anyone else to
see it.
"I think you got a ways to go there,
Mr. Sid," Sarah says when she sees
what I've done. "You'd better let me
help you with that puzzle."
She was never one much for puzzles,
but we work on it together till lunch, then
even a little afterwards. We had the
easy, clear part in front of the picture to
work on in front of us, and as soon as
she got tired and frustrated with putting
the little buggers together she helped
me by picking out all the clear pieces
she could find for me to lay down.
Sometimes we stayed quiet, as she tried
to pick out the pieces faster than I could
fit them in just so she could beam up at
me. I tried to work fast enough to make
it worth her smile. Most of the time we
just talked.
One time we talked about the pencils,
what we could write with them. "We
could write love letters to each other, lots
of love letters." Sarah, she will always
be Sarah. "Or we could write our kids
absent notes," I say, trying to play the
grumpy, unromantic old codger, but
she doesn't buy it for a minute. She is
looking at me with that pretend-anger
so I have to add, "from work, absent
notes from work, OK? Just so the boss
doesn't think they're faking it."
"I could write your whole life story,
Sid, what do you think of that? With all

of these pencils, I could write out the
whole thing and then we could erase
the parts we don't like, just keep the
good and happy things. Remember,
these are puzzle pencils—they must be
special, I bet they erase the bad things
so well you can't even see the lines
where they used to be. Just like you can
lift up the pieces of a puzzle, even easier
than you can put them down."
School had just let out, and Michael
and Terry bring over our grandkids,
Jimmy and Alice. I take away the puzzle, because I don't want them messing with our project. But I'm glad to see
them all the same, and I know their
grandmother is happy about the visit.
They talk about school and work, and
I mostly watch them talk, mainly about
nothing, a different sort of nothing than
I talked I'm sure, though. The kids oohed and ahed about the hospital and
Jimmy, who's been here once before,
thinks he knows all about everything. He
makes sure his sister, and the rest of us,
knows who the expert is. They give
Sarah get-well-soon cards and flowers,
a couple magazines to the both of us,
and when five o'clock rolls around, the
kids have homework to do, so they promise to be back in a day or two.
Then the puzzle gets all fuzzy, and
Sarah can't help me anymore. Up by
the fuzzy part, see, it gets harder and
harder to tell the pieces apart and figure
out what goes where. I'm not even sure
I know. I can stare at it for as long as
I want, and it just never seems to make
sense to me.
When the kids come to see their
grandma just two days later, and it takes
her awhile before she recognizes them
and remembers who they are, her own
grandkids, then they know something's
really wrong. I say no, she's just tired,
come back tomorrow. The kids are
scared, and I know they won't come
back to see the old lady except maybe
once more, when their mother and

'Rotunda
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maybe be the first thing she sees when
she wakes up. I sit. I put her frlvorite
morning show on the television and sip
my coffee slowly, but eventually there
is no more coffee, and the st. w is over.
I sit. Around noon some nurses come
in, take some readings and
measurements and do some things,
then a pair of doctors appear, more
readings. They don't see me there,
much like Sarah doesn't see me. She's
in a coma, a doctor tells the nurses. One
of the nurses turns to me, puts her hand
on my shoulder. I am tired again, and
I want to go back to sleep.
It had to happen sooner or later. Just
as the sharp, colorful pencils blended
together farther back in the picture, the
focus keeps getting fuzzier until nothing
is left but black. Now all I have left to do
on my puzzle is the black part.
The black part at the top takes the
longest time—it's so hard to tell one
piece from another. I've been working
on it for the past few days now, nothing
but black. I'm sure either tomorrow, or
maybe the next day I'll finish up those
black pieces, and then the puzzle will
be done. And then I can start a new
one, even bigger and better, with more
colors, and more pieces, although I
don't think I want another with quite so
much black. Any minute now, all of the
holes of the puzzle will be filled up.
And over the loudspeaker I am startled to hear, "Dr. Black, report to room
303, Dr. Black . . ." I remember now,
just like they use Dr. Red as a code for
a heart attack over the hospital speakers
so as not to alarm any of the patients,
they use Dr. Black to mean that there
has been a death.
When I am up again, I feel sick in my
It strikes me, and I get up quickly, runstomach. No cafeteria food for me to- ning to Sarah's room. I get halfway there
day. I peek in on Sarah, still sleeping as before I realize there's no reason to run.
usual. I grab some hot coffee from the
vending machine in the hall and go In memory of my grandfather, Nathan
back to Sarah's room. All I want to do Schochet.
is look at her, just,sit and watch her, and

father say they have to. But it's better
that way—if Sarah sees that they're
upset, then she might become upset,
everybody will be upset, and I don't
think we need any more upsetting than
necessary.
But I work on the puzzle myself, and
I talk to her while I'm doing it. She
doesn't remember about the absent
notes she was going to write, or about
the love notes anymore, but I talk to her
anyway, I just want to talk to her, and
besides, I think it does her good. She
still knows me, I'm sure, and—what's
that? A little league game? The one
Michael played last week on the old field
down the road? Yes, I remember that,
Michael marked up his first RBI, and we
took him to the ice cream parlor to
celebrate. I'm sorry dear, that's nearly
twenty years ago. I just want to talk to
her.
Fuzzier and fuzzier, and Sarah has
headaches and she wants to sleep a little more now, and she wakes up and
has her hand to her head, and I say
"Sarah, you all right, honey?" but she
just looks at me and rubs her forehead,
and then she wants to go back to sleep.
I hug her and kiss the back of her hand,
and I tell her I love her, and she says
I love you too—pause—Sid. Her hand
goes up to my face and she looks into
my eyes, a good, hard look, right into
me. She smiles, and her hand goes to
rest by her side. She falls back to sleep,
the smile still on her lips. Her smile.
It is not very late now, but I am getting old. I must get to sleep sometime
soon, too. I lay a few puzzle pieces into
the growing picture before nodding off.

RAPID PIZZA
DELIVERY.
467-0725

Spirits
Rotunda Mall
(within walking distance)

711 W. 40th Street
4677777
Students Welcome!
Beer on Sale All the Time
Quantity and Party Discounts
Tuesdays and Wednesdays 10%
Off All Wines
Checks and charges accepted

OPEN 7 DAYS-11:00 A.M.2:00 A.M.
CHEESE
ONE TOPPING
TWO TOPPINGS
THREE TOPPINGS
FOUR TOPPINGS
FIVE TOPPINGS
SPECIAL

11"

15"

$ 5.25
6.15
7.05
8.10
8.85
9.75
11.20

$ 7.50
8.75
10.00

11.25
12.50
13.75
15.00

TOPPINGS AVAILABLE—

• NINO
• IUCSI UM WPM • USW
• MR 111111111811118
• IOW Win
• SKINVID
• SUM KAU sum .nem eur
1. 'Delivery within 30 minutes or $2.00 off order.

• KIM MIST BILLS
• unti sus

i 2. Serving only 22 oz. Fountain Drinks (.75).
3. All dough, sauces and cheeses are blended fresh daily from
'Au time guarantees are vat( during stadium events.
our own proven recipes.

* NOW SERVING *
SUBS

SALADS
$a

ITALJAN MEATBALL w/Provolooe
GREEK
TURKEY-Al White Meat
TOSSED
$3.95 BLUE CHEESE EXTRA
TUNA
ITALIAN COLD CUT
CHEESE STEAK

1.25
.50

$3.95
2.25
1.90

PASTA

SPAGHETTI
LASAGNA

$4.75
$5.50

Emplojiment Opportunities Available!
Guaranteed $6/Hour to Start!
$50 Hiring Bonus After Three Weeks!
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Batmen bomb Russia to sweep eries
Mendeleyev men show great deal ofimprovement despite being outscored 35-9
by Nancy Schnall

freshman infielder who played
shortshop for part of the second
The Hopkins Blue Jays finish- game and third base for part ol
ed their three game series with the the third game of the series, felt
Mendeleyev Men from the that the improvement had to do
Mendeleyev Institute of Chemical with the instruction they receivTechnology in the Soviet Union. ed from the Hopkins coaches and
The scores of the the games were players. "Our coaches and
16-0, 9-6, and 10-3, respectively. players worked with them two to
After the 16-0 blowout in the , three times a day during their
first game, the Mendeleyev Men practices. They were also more
bounced back to play very respec- confident because they were
tably in the second game, making under less pressure than they
few errors, fielding more clean- were in the first game."
ly, and swinging the bat more
Although the score was not
confidently. Tim Monahan, a quite as close in the third game

as in the second, the Mendeleyev
Men continued to show sharper
playing skills. Marzio Trotta, a
freshman catcher who played in
all three games, thought that lack
of practice in between games two
and three hurt their performace.
"Even though they were very aggressive at the plate and appeared
very confident, it was obvious
that they hadn't practiced in a few
days, so they were a little off
balance."
Ken Clark, a junior southpaw
pitcher who struck out four consecutive batters in his two innings
of shutout work in the third game,
has great expectations for the
Soviet team. "Just from looking
at the scores of the games, it is
obvious that they have the ability
to learn the game quickly. They
will be real contenders in a few
years, and some of them even
have the potential to be on the
Soviet Olympic team."
One important aspect of having
the Soviet team at Hopkins was
the support that the Blue Jays
received. Jeff Fang, a freshman
righthanded pitcher who started
the third game and specializes in
the forkball, noted the importance
of having spectators at the games.
"It helps a lot to have fans out
there. When there are people at
the games who care what the
Bill Berger
team is doing and are supportive, Soviet catcher Vadim Kulakov chases a foul pop-up in Wednesit really makes us want to do day' game.
well."
money for equipment and for the players contending for the squad.
The Blue Jays hosted a farewell Spring Break trip to Florida.
An important event that will be
dinner for the Mendeleyev Men
After finishing the 1988 season taking place in the spring is that
on Wednesday evening, follow- with an impressive 26-12 record, the Soviet National Baseball
ing the completion of the final the Hopkins Blue Jays had to Team will be coming to the,
game. Thursday, the Soviet team withdraw from consideration to United States to play baseball and
boarded a plane to return to the play in the NCAA Division III will be facing the Blue Jays. Five
Soviet Union.
National Championship Tourna- or six of the Mendeleyev Men are
The fall season ends with a ment in order to visit the Soviet expected to be playing on the
marathon baseball game on Sun- Union in May. The 1989 season team, and all members of the
Scott TourtellottE day, October 23, which will last thirproves to be an exciting one, with team are 1992 Summer Olympic
Sophomore left fielder Andrew Fink pops up an Aleksei Koshevoi
ty innings and helps to raise many talented new and returning hopefuls.
fastball.

Gridmen blow half time lead and fall to 0-6
Winless season begins to look probable as Jaysface top opponents in upcoming games
by Patrick Furey
Throughout their first five
losses, the Hopkins football team
remained surprisingly optimistic,
as if they knew something that the
rest of the world didn't. They
seemed convinced that, despite
their 0-5 record, they had a good
football team and that victory
would come shortly. But there
comes a time when optimism
must disappear and be replaced
by the sad truth of a dismal
season. That time came last week
for the Blue Jays, as they blew a
13-7 halftime lead and lost 26-13
to Muhlenberg.
Hopkins is now 0-6 with an 0-4
record in the Centennial Conference, and things will not get
any easier. This Saturday, tht
Jays face a tough Georgetown
team in Washington before returning home to face nationallyranked and undefeated Dickinson
on October 29. After playing the
Red Raiders, Hopkins travels to
Franklin & Marshall to face one

of the Centennial Conference's
perennial powers. Indeed, it
seems the only chance the Blue
Jays have to salvage a victory,
barring a major upset, will be in
the season finale against Western
Maryland. But with an offense
that is averaging less than 10
points per game and a nagging
quarterback problem, Hopkins
may be staring a winless season
right in the face.
The first quarter of last Saturday's game against Muhlenberg
was reminiscent of the Blue Jays'
season thus far. The offense was
hampered by costly turnovers,
and the defense bailed them out.
With eight minutes gone in the
;ame, Gary Rupert was inercepted by Mules' safety Mike
Baraldi, who returned the ball to
the Hopkins 18 yard line. The
Blue Jay offense held them there,
however, and Muhlenberg was
forced to settle for a 31-yard field
goal by Rob Powers. Eric
Trenaman, who replaced Rupert
late in the first quarter, later

threw an interception to
Muhlenberg's cornerback John
Rishko. Once again the Hopkins
defense refused to yiel0 a
touchdown, as another Powers
field goal put the Mules on top
6-0.
At the end of the first half, the
Blue Jays looked like they might
get their first win of the season.
With two minutes to play,
Trenaman led Hopkins on a nine
play, 67 yard scoring drive to tie
the score at 6-6. The touchdown
came on a beautiful fourth down
scoring strike to Chris Reichart.
The Mules quickly struck back,
moving the ball to midfield with
a hurry-up offense. But quarterback Chris Elser made a crucial
mistake, lofting a pass toward the
visiting sidelines right at a
Hopkins defender.
Freshmen defensive back Mike
Gorious intercepted the ball at the
Hopkins 47-yard line and raced
untouched into the end zone to
give the Blue Jays a 13-7 halftime
edge.

Just as the Miami Hurricgnes
Forced to come from behind,
hold up four fingers at the start the Blue Jay offense Was unable
of the fourth quarter to signify to get anything going. Rupert was
their dominance in the closing brought back late in the game, but
minutes of the game, the Hopkins a 10-yard scoring pass from Elser
opponents should hold up three to Henry Large sealed the victory
fingers. The Blue Jays have been for Muhlenberg. On the day,
outscored 49-0 in the third Elser completed 16 of 25 passes
quarter this season, and last for 145 yards. Mules' running
Saturday was no different. back Jeff Potkul, who was later
Trenaman threw his third in- named Centennial Conference
terception of the game early in the Offensive Player of the Week,
second half, as linebacker Tom rushed for 148 yards on 24 carGorman gave the Mules the ball ries and caught three passes for
on the Hopkins 45. Muhlenberg 19 yards. Larry Rytel had a
later drove down to the Hopkins superb day for the Jays, as he led
30-yard line, where they were all defenders with eight solo
faced with a fourth and two. Elser tackles and eight assists.
used a long snap count to draw
The Hopkins quarterbacks
the Jays offside and give struggled the entire afternoon,
Muhlenberg a first down on the completing only three passes for
25-yard line. On the next play, he 39 yards and throwing three infound running back Jeff Potkul terceptions. Rupert took over the
open in the end zone for a quarterback job after the Swartouchdown to tie the game at thmore game, but now Coach
13-13. The Mules scored again . Pfeifer appears ready to try some
late in the third quarter on a of the younger players out. In ad1-yard plunge by Keith Esposito dition to Trenaman and Rupert,
to take a 20-13 lead.
junior Brock Bowman and
see FOOTBALL. 27
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Hockey wins UAA tourney
MAC playoffs begin on Monday for the Lady Jays
by Laura Perlinn
The women's field hockey
team raised their season record to
12-2 by beating Haverford,
Carnegie Mellon, the University
of Rochester, and Goucher by
scores of 4-2, 5-0, 4-3, and 3-1,
respectively. The victories over
Carnegie and Rochester established Hopkins as the 1988 University Athletic Association (UAA)
Festival
Field
Hockey
Champions.
The Lady Jays beat Haverford
last Thursday, October 13, in
their last home regular game of
the season. Patti Ordonez tallied
Hopkins' first goal on a pass from
•Kathy Hart less than five minutes
into the game. Kathy Kerring put
another one past the Red Devil
goalkeeper five minutes later on
another pass from Hart. Five
minutes after that, Ordonez
grabbed a rebound off the goalie
pads to score the eventual gamewinning goal and put the Jays up
3-0. Jennifer Chun scored
Hopkins' fourth and final goal in
the beginning of the second half
as Hart earned her third assist of
the game. Haverford staged a
late-game rally, but they fell short
and lost 4-2.
The Lady Jays played their first
UAA tournament game against
Carnegie Mellon on Saturday,
October 15, easily besting them
5-0. Jackie Fatula scored first for
Hopkins on a penalty stroke,
while strong shots produced goals
from Ordonez, Hart, and two
from Julie Siegrist. Fatula and
Rachel McGuckian each also had
an assist.
According to Coach Sally Beth
Anderson, "We knew that we
weren't going to have much trouble with Carnegie Mellon, so to
get ready for Rochester, we concentrated on stick-to-stick passes
and other fine points of the game
instead of just bombing the ball
up the field. We had some
beautiful plays, and I'm really
pleased with the teamwork."

The strategy must have worked, because the next day the Lady
Jays exhibited their skill and
teamwork to beat Rochester in
double overtime, 4-3. Hopkins
scored first on penalty corner
play #2, in which McGuckian hit
the ball out from the endline to
Hart, who then passed the ball to
Fatula, who slammed it in for the
score. Rochester then tied the
game, but the Jays scored again
when McGuckian drove the ball
across the goal and Ordonez
swept it in to put Hopkins ahead
2-1 at halftime.
Rochester came back in the second half and was winning 3-2,
when the McGuckian-Hart-Fatula
penalty corner play #2 struck
again, tying the score at 3-3 and
sending the game into overtime.
Hopkins finally scored the gamewinning goal halfway into the second ten-minute overtime, when
Fatula tallied on a pass from
Hart. The Fatula-Hart combination produced three goals, a
perfect hat trick.
Coach Anderson said after the
game, "I think we really played
well, coming from behind to win
in double overtime. The lead kept
switching; it was a great game for
the spectators to watch. As I said
before, we find a way to win."
The Jays then beat their
Baltimore rivals, the Goucher
Gophers, on Wednesday, October 19. Hopkins' three goals
were scored by Fatula, Hart, and
Meredith Blitz, her first of the
season. Herring had the single
assist.
The 3-1
victory
was
characterized by some rough
playing on Goucher's part, as
they haven't beaten Hopkins in
three years and weren't very happy about it. The Jays played a little sloppily at times, looking like
a completely different team than
they did against Rochester.
"Still," said Anderson, "it was
great to have a warm-up on grass
for the MAC tournament. The
transition to grass is always tough

after playing three games on
astroturf."
The regular season ended with
a three-way tie between Hopkins,
Gettysburg, and Juniata for first
place in the MAC Southwest Section. Since only two teams per
section participate in the MAC
playoffs, the three teams are
holding a mini-playoff for the
MAC playoffs. Hopkins randomly drew the bye, and will play
Gettysburg, who beat Juniata on
Wednesday in the first game of
the mini-playoff, for the
Southwest Section title on Friday,
October 21.
If Hopkins beats Gettysburg,
then the Jays will host Messiah at
home on Monday, October 24, at
3:00 p.m., for the first round of
the playoffs. If the Jays lose, then
they travel on Monday to play
Lebanon Valley, the Northwest
Section champion. The second
round will be played the following Wednesday, with the MAC
Championship scheduled for
Saturday, October 29. Last year,
Hopkins lost in the first round to
Drew University 3-2, in a hard
fought double overtime away
game.
Even with the four wins and a
berth in the MAC tournament,
Hopkins still dropped to fourth in
the NCAA Division III South
Region ranking, with Lynchburg
College moving into third. Lynchburg moved up because they
have a comparable number of
wins but only lost to Salisbury 3-1
while Hopkins lost 3-0. The Lady
Jays will now have to get past the
first round of the MAC tournament to have a chance at an
NCAA tournament bid.
Regardless of the outcome of
the MAC and NCAA tournaments, Coach Anderson and
her Jays still have a very successful regular season. They were
6-1 against MAC opponents and
12-2 overall. "We won the UAA
tournament and got into the MAC
tournament," Anderson said.
"We have lots to be proud of."

AMR II
SNACK BAR

PIZZA
DIAL EXTENSION 7972

FREE DELIVERY
TO EVERY CORNER OF HOMEWOOD CAMPUS
Noon- 3:00 p.m. / 5:00 - Midnight

°Llltm PIZZA
Are you considering professional school?

HARVARD UNIVERSITY
JOHN F. KENNEDY
SCHOOL OF GOVERNMENT
Is Looking for Future Leaders in Public Affairs.
Come Learn About Harvard's Two-Year Master's
Program in Public Policy, Leading to either
the Master in Public Policy or
City and Regional Planning Degree.
JOINT DEGREE OPTIONS AND CROSS-REGISTRATION
OPPORTUNITIES WITH OTHER SCHOOLS
MEET WITH A KENNEDY SCHOOL REPRESENTATIVE
DATE:

NOVEMBER 1

TIME:

3:00-4:30 GROUP SESSION

PLACE: PLEASE CONTACT YOUR CAREER PLACEMENT OFFICE
FOR THIS INFORMATION

All Students, All Majors, All Years Welcome!

RING DAY

Order your college ring NOW

JOSTENS
AMERICA

Date

Mon—Wed,
Oct 24-26

Time

S

COLLEGE

10-6

RING'

Deposit Required

$25
Paymiern Rarn

Andrea Kaufman

Co-captain Jackie Fatula looks right after sending the ball upheld in Thursday's game against Haverford.

Place

Barnes and Noble Campus Bookstore

EH

Meet VA tl your Jostens representative for full cletads See our complete ring selec[ton on Orsp4ay In your college bookstcce
IDI99$ Jostens Im
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CULTURAL FESTIVAL

*
Fri, 10-21
Sat, 10-22
Sun, 10-23
*
*
*
*
3 pm
12m
p
*
69
- pm
5:30 pm
*
*
JSA
CSA
CF
BSU
*
*
Israeli dancing
Dinner
Cooking demo
Poetry Reading
*
*
*
AMRI MPR
Glass Pay
Mrs. Chin
opened by
*
*
Tickets at
Shaffer 300
Gospel Choir
*
*
5 pm
Union Desk &
Great Hall
*
*
*
CIG
3 pm
Res. Life
*
*
Speaker
CSA
7 pm
*
*
Dr. George
Movie
9 pm-12 am
CSSA
*
*
Alleyne
*
"Struggles of
CF
Movies
*
*
My Life"
"Rock 'Round
"Bells on a
*
*
8 pm
Shaffer 3
the World"
deer", "Three
*
*
*
NSA
Dance
Monks", "Our
*
*
Movie
Great Hall
Demoted
3 pm
*
*
Etranger
HIF
*
Soldiers"
*
*
Md 110
Indian Concert
*
*
Great Hall
*
*
*
*
*
Mon, 10-24
Tues, 10-25
*
*
*
3 pm
*
4 pm
8 pm
*
*
CSSA
CSA
MESA
*
Speaker
Art & Music
Speaker
*
*
Mr. Zhang
*
Show
Prof. Hudson
*
*
Garrett Rm.
Garrett Rm
& slide show
*
*
Md 110
*
*
*
7 pm
8 pm
*
*
OLE
CSA
9:30 pm
*
*Flamenco
*
Movie
CSA
*
*
Dancers
"Looking
Movie
*
*
Glass Pay
Back"
"The Source"
*
*
*
Shaffer 3
Md 110
*
*
8 pm
*
*
HSA
*
*
Movie
*
*
*
AMRI TV Rm
*
*
*
*
Wed, 10-26
*
Thurs, 10-27
*
*
8 pm
EXHIBITS
6:30 pm
8 m
*
NSA
DAY
Native
CSA
*
*
Movie
*
American
Movie
*
*
12-5 pm
"Ran"
Speaker
"Drunken Tai*
*
Clubs' booths
Md 110
Great Hall
Chi"
*
*
Arts & Crafts
*
Md 217
*
*
Vendors
8 pm
7:30 pm
*
Q
u
a
d
*
Speaker
Frosh
ISA
8 pm
*
*
Dr. Michael
Entertainment:
*
Cultural dance
Speaker John
*
*
12 pm
Darby &
Anderson
AMRI MPR
*
*
Pedro-Pablo
Student band
Shriver
*
*
*
2 pm
Kuczynski
*
*
KSA
Garrett Rm
*
*
Tae Kwon Do
*
*
*.
demo
*

*
*

**
**

*
*
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*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
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*
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*
*
*
*
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*
*
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*
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Hooters surge back into MAC title race
by Greg Bronshvag
After getting off to a slow start,
the Hopkins soccer team is once
again in the MAC playoff picture.
With two games remaining in the
division, Hopkins has a legitimate
shot at the title.
On Friday, October 7, the
Hooters traveled to Dickinson
and played two opponents. One
was Dickinson College, who won
1-0 on a goal late in the first half,
and the other was the referees.
The referees made many questionable calls leading to the ejection of one Hopkins player.
The game began easily enough,
as the Blue Jays got many scoring opportunities early in the
game. Warren Jones had a oneon-one with the goalie early in the
game but couldn't finish it off.

Jim McKiernan followed with a
shot that narrowly missed the
goal.
The Hooters kept the pressure
on the Red Raiders, but they
couldn't put the ball into the net.
The referees didn't help matters
much, as they stopped Blue Jay
attacks with untimely calls
throughout the second half. For
the first time all season, the team
lost control as fatigue and frustration set in. Five Hopkins players
received yellow cards, and one
received a red card.
Hopkins rebounded the following Wednesday, as they defeated
Western Maryland 2-0 under extremely windy conditions. Jim
McKiernan stole the show as he
netted both goals for the Hooters.
McKiernan was all over the field,
winning tackles and head balls

Graduate Study
in Engineering
DARTMOUTH
COLLEGE
Students with backgrounds in
Engineering, Mathematics, Computer Science or the Physical
Sciences are invited to apply for
Masters and Doctoral programs.
Fellowships covering full tuition
and monthly stipend are
available.
A faculty member will be on
campus October 27, 1988 from
10:00-4:00 p.m. Contact the Office of Career Counseling and
Placement for further information and appointment.

while creating holes in the Green
Terrors' defense with some sharp
passing.
Overall, the Hooters dominated
the game on the ground. Balls in
the air were tough to handle as the
severe wind played havoc with the
ball. TheNo-GoalPatrol played very
well despite the absence of senior
co-captain Matt Lawrence, who
was sidelined due to illness. Jerry
Irvine recorded his fourth and the
team's sixth shutout of the
season.
Last Saturday, the Hooters
raised their record to 6-4-1
overall and 1-1-1 in the conference with a victory over Swarthmore here on the turf at
Homewood. Hopkins played
some of their best defense of the
season in the 2-1 win over the Little Quakers, who were the best

team the Blue Jays have faced all
season. Swarthmore was limited
to five shots on net and got their
goal on a fluke mistake by goalie
Jerry Irvine.
Down 1-0 at halftime, the
Hooters came from behind, inspired by the fact that if they lost
this game, they would be
eliminated from the MAC
playoffs. Craig Weinstein scored
the team's first goal off a deflection of a Dan Sisbarro shot. Grenville Jones got the game-winning
goal off an assist from Andy
Nicholas. Jones took the pass
about 40 yards from the goal, faking outside and then beating the
defender to the inside. Jones, who
leads Hopkins in scoring, then
fired a bullet into the back of the
net while his man was left on the
ground behind him. The game

was marred by an injury to
sweeper Matt Lawrence, who
separated his shoulder and whose
status is currently day by day.
The Hooters will play two extremely important road games
this week. Tomorrow morning
they will face Franklin & Marshall in Pennsylvania. On Tuesday they will play a South East
Division foe, as they face
Widener. Victory at Widener
could give the Blue Jays a
legitimate shot at an MAC playoff
bid. Hopkins returns home next
Friday night to face Washington
College on the turf where the
Hooters haven't lost in two
seasons.

C0000000000

"THIS IS WHOOP!GOLDBERG'S
BEST WORK SINCE
'THE COLOR PURPLE HER
TALENT AND ACTING SKILLS
POUR FORTH:'
—Richmond Shepard, WNEW-AM RADIO(N.Y.)

"Whoopi Goldberg gives a performance of such
wisdom and tenderness that she reaches new
heights as a dramatic actress ofsubstance and
strength...`Clara's Heart' has certainly
captured mine." _Rex Reed,AT THE MOVIES
"Whoopi Goldberg's best dramatic performance
to date."-Judith Crist
"Wonderful teamwork.
Whoopi Goldberg
is impressive.
Neil Patrick Harris
makes a smashing
debut."

THE WASHINGTON INTERNATIONAL STUDIES CENTER
STUDY IN

OXFORD, ENGLAND

—Guy Flatley,COSMOPOLITAN

Academic Program
everai colleges of Oxford University have invited The Washington International Studies Center
k,WISC) to reconunend qualified students to study for one year or for one or two terms. Lower
't4lior status is required, and graduate study is available. Students are directly enrolled in their
ctilleges and receive transcripts from their Oxford college; this is NOT a program conducted by a
.5. college in Oxford. Oxford colleges are accredited by the U.S. Dept. of Education to
accept students with Guaranteed Student Loans. Multi-national student housing and social
AaFtivities are offered, and cultural tours are conducted by WISC. A special summer session is
"trected by WISC.

INTERN IN

WASHINGTON, D.C.

Whoopi Goldberg

Clara's Heart

Pre-professional Program
Washington International Studies Center offers summer internships with Congress, with the
Olte House with the media and with think tanks. Government and Journalism courses are taught
knior-level government officials who are also scholars, and by experienced journalists. All
(31lege students with a 3.0 GPA or above are eligible.

Forfurther information, please write or call:

Wsc

WARNER BROS. Presents
MTM ENTERTAINMENT ProductIon WHOOP!GOLDBERG "CLARA'S HEART" MIC,HAEL ONTKEAN
KATHLEEN QUINLAN • SPALDING GRAY • BEVERLY TODD and introducing NEIL PATRICK HARRIS
Music by DAVE GRUSIN Executive Producer MARIANNE MOLONEY Screenplay by MARK MEDOFF
Based upon the novel by JOSEPH OLSHAN Produced by MARTIN ELFAND Directed by ROBERT MULLIGAN
cot OCtirr rumor
PG- PMINTSSMOKY CAUTISIM
WARNER BROS
« mato.i.nes
An

ism

Wm Be

aildnolkibir

The Waahinn International Studies Center
sachusetts Ave.. N.E. Suite 230
214
Washington. D.C. 20002 (202) 547-3275

COMING SOON TO A THEATRE NEAR YOU
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Harriers set sights on UAA and MAC meets
by Mark Melia

Another noteworthy event from
First to experience the new that meet was the emergence of
found strength of Hopkins' men's Manny Hostin, a freshman from
cross-country team was Sus- New York, who in his first colquehanna. Led by freshman sen- legiate race finished fourth on the
sation John Robinson and junior team and with a time of 28:25.
Eric Schweitzer, the Jays beat a
From the high of the Susboisterous Susquehanna team on quehanna victory, the Jays
their home course. The final travelled north once again to
score was 24-31, an impressive compete in the Dickinson Invitavictory considering that Sus- tional. The expectations of an imquehanna finished several places provement upon last year's fourth
ahead of Hopkins last year in the place finish ran high among the
MAC Championship meet. Jays but fate would play a cruel

trick on these runners. Cool, nippy weather and stiffer competition combined to leave the Jays
with no better than a sixth place
finish, but there were several
bright spots amidst the setback.
Once again, Robinson ran well
and finished fifth overall with a time
of 26:18. Senior Co-Captain Dan
Dairaghi had his best race of the
year, thus far, finishing second on
the team and twenty-eighth
overall.
Undaunted by their insignifi-

cant lapse at Dickinson, the Jays
unleashed their revenge upon the
unsuspecting Green Terrors of
Western Maryland. The Jays
wreaked havoc, finishing four
runners in the top five overall and
combining for a team score of 22.
Everyone ran well at Western
Maryland, but of special
significance was the team third
place finish of Co-Captain Scott
Baker and strong showing by the
fifth through seventh runners,
namely Hostin, Craig Freeman

Volleyball improves despite 8-14 record
by Rachel McGuckian
The Johns Hopkins women's
volleyball team wrapped up its
1988 season last Friday, October
14, with a victory over Swarthmore and a loss to Haverford at
home. The Lady Jays finished
8-14 overall, equalling last year's
win total, but failing to achieve
their goal of a .500 season.
Despite the indications of their
final record, the volleyball team
displayed a great deal of talent
and depth of play. Junior cocaptain Joy Boyer felt that "our
final win-loss record doesn't
reflect how well we played or our
improvement this season."
The Lady Jays will be losing
Boyer, who will be studying
abroad next fall, as well as cocaptain Ashi Rafi, Alison Unger,
and Lynne Wright, all seniors.
Hopkins will, however, retain
two of the school's finest players

ever. Freshmen Jenny Kishimoni
and Trang Pham will be back for
another three years of play. With
a crop of good freshmen coming
in next year, the Lady Jays have
the potential to be a strong force
in the MAC in years to come.
Recent game results include
losses to Gettysburg, Loyola, and
Gallaudet, and a big win over
Catholic University. Catholic had
beaten the Jays earlier in the
season, but Hopkins pulled
together and played well to defeat
the Cardinals on their home turf.
Rookie coach Bill Jones now
has a year of experience at
Hopkins under his belt, and with
most of his starters returning, he
has a positive outlook for
volleyball at Hopkins in the years
to come. Coach Jones is "very
pleased with the composition of
the team. I still believe that we
have high potential. We are a lot
Eric Deutsch
Dawn Nee attempts to spike the ball over two Catholic opponents.
better than our 8-14 record."

GO TO
MEDICAL
OM

and Tyrone Filliyaw.
With a strong team from top to
bottom, the men travel to the
Gateway to the West—St.
Louis—this weekend to redeem
themselves after lagt years disappointing finish in Cleveland in the
UAA Championships. Even
though the competition will be
tough (five of the UAA teams
went on to Div III Nationals last
year), the Jays remain loose and
fearless in regards to the task that
lays before them.
The women's cross country
team had its second consecutive
winning weekend last Saturday
by defeating Elizabethtown,
Gallaudet, and Western Maryland
in Westminister. Molly Bardsley
was the first Blue Jay to cross the
finish line, finishing the 5
kilometer race in a time of 19:39.
Diana Logan (20:35), Anna Lee
Bamforth (20:41), and Audra
Mai(20:44)also ran strong races
as the Lady Jays continued their
dominance of MAC opponents.
This weekend the women will
travel to St. Louis to compete in
the UAA Championships at
Washington University. The Jays
hope to make a strong showing in
the new conference, but they may
be hurt by the injury to star runner Suzi McGinn. McGinn, a
senior captain, has been bothered
by a foot injury. All that remains
on the schedule after the UAA is
the MAC Championships at Gettysburg on November 5 and the
NCAA Regional Championships
on November 12.

"LET'S GET INTO TROUBLE,BABY!"

TUMOR
PAID
Find out how you can have your medical school tuition, required books and
fees paid in full—plus earn more than $600 a month while you attend school.
Clip and mail the coupon below, and we'll send you full details on the Armed
Forces Health Professions Scholarship Program.
We'll tell you how you could qualify for a Physician's Scholarship from the
Army, Navy or Air Force.
If selected, you'll not only beat the high cost of medical school, you'll also gain
valuable medical experience serving on active duty 45 days each school year as
a commissioned officer in the Reserves.
After graduation, you'll serve three years or more—depending on the Service
you select and the level of scholarship assistance you receive—as a respected
Armed Forces physician. You'll also get good pay, regular hours, great benefits
and the chance to work with a variety of patients and the latest medical
technology.
If you meet the age requirements noted below for the Service of your choice—
and want to cut the expense of medical school—send for more information today.

rYu

'
Send me full details on how the Armed Forces Health Professions Scholarship Program

II can help cut my medical school expenses. I meet the age requirements noted below.
I understand I am under no obligation.
Mail this coupon to: Armed Forces Scholarships, P.O. Box 2865
Huntington Station. NY 11746-2102
9013
Check up to three: El Army
0 Rave
0 Air Force

121-92 goats el'gel
Please print ell information clearly and completely

(18-n years el oriel

119-36 years el &gel
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Address
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Ante Code
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Field of Study
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The information you voluntarily provide rhil be used for recruiting purposes only The more complete it is. the
Niter we can respond to your request. (Authority. 10 USC 5031
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BIA football and road race results
by Cary Yeh
As we near the playoffs in flag
football. Adams leads in the standings with a 3-0 record.
Gildersleeve and McCoy are tied
for second with records of 2-0. In
division I, there is a three way tie
for first. Wawa, Kappa Sig, and
Phi Psi are all tied at 2-1. The
division II leaders are the Baboonheads and US (2-0). The
Seawacks and C-men are 2-1.
A note for all 40 teams: Mel,
our fearless president, will have
each team play at least four total
games before the playoffs. The
playoffs are scheduled sometime
after October 28. Please note the
time changes for games next
week. Games will start at 3 and
4 p.m., because of early
darkness. Finally, please show up
on time.
On October 16, 27 braves souls
ran a demanding 2.2 mile road
race around campus. The AMR
I dorms placed three runners in

the top 4. Kevin Dixon (Wood)
crossed the line first in the dorm
division. Gildersleeve finished second followed by VincentWillard and Wilson. In Div. I,
Tom Rocco (Phi Gam) finished
first. ATO finished second
followed by Pi Lam and Phi
Gam. Lastly, Pat Furey won the
Div. II race and placed first
overall. Octagon took both the second and third places, while the
KSA placed fourth. Congratulations to all of the winners and
participants.
The Racquetball tourney results
are in too! Gildersleeve won the
dorm division (Keep up the good
work Kasper!) Building A took
second, third, and fourth. ATO
beat Phi Psi in the finals to win
in a combined Ind. division. The
KSA placed third and fourth.
All right people, take out your
calenders because have we got a
schedule for you. Singles Tennis
is being pushed back a week to
Parent's Weekend. Any Ques-

Pat's Pro Picks

tions? Call Mike at 366-8895.
Soccer will be played for two
or three weekends starting Nov.
5. Sign up by Oct. 28 in the AC.
Questions? Call John at
467-4127.
The Ping Pong tourney will be
played Nov. 5 and 6. Sign up in
the AC by Oct. 28. Inquiries?
Call Phil at 366-0753.
Lastly, the Volleyball season
starts on Monday Oct. 24. Sign
up by 5 p.m. TODAY in the AC.
Schedules will be posted in the
AC on Sunday. Teams must provide refs for other games (just
like football). Call Cary if anyone
has questions. 366-1449.
Regular BIA meetings are held
on Fridays at 12:30 p.m. in the
Little Theater of Levering Hall.
All board members please note
this! These meetings are open to
the public. If I survive through
midterms, be sure to catch next
week's exciting results.

(Home team in caps)
Last Week: 10-4-0
Season: 31-24-11

*

X Washington
CINCINNATI
X BUFFALO
X PHILADELPHIA
X N.Y. Giants
X Minnesota
X KANSAS CITY
X Denver
PHOENIX
Indianapolis
X L.A. RAMS
X MIAMI

Sunday
51/2 GREEN BAY
51/2 Houston
New England
7
51/2 Dallas
71/2 ATLANTA
4
TAMPA BAY
61/2 Detroit
4
PITTSBURGH
PK Cleveland
PK SAN DIEGO
41/2 Seattle
61/2 N.Y. Jets

X CHICAGO

Monday
21/2 San Francisco

*

*

*

* * * ** * * *

* * * *
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Football travels to Georgetown
FOOTBALL, from 22
freshman Jay Simons will take
turns running for the Blue Jay offense in the next four games.
Younger players will be seeing
increased playing time at all positions, as Hopkins will use the rest
of this season to try and build for

next year.
This Saturday, the Jays will
travel to Washington to face
Georgetown at 1 p.m. The Hoyas
are 4-1 this season and have
beaten solid teams such as F&M
while losing only to nationally
ranked Dickinson. Georgetown is

led by running back Dean Lowry,
who last year rushed for 150
yards on 23 carries to help the
Hoyas erase a 20-9 third quarter
deficit and defeat Hopkins 30-20.
The Blue Jays lead the season
series between the two teams 8-5.

Peace Corps
On-Campus Interviews

Woodrow Wilson School
of Puolic cnc
Internctioncl Affcirs
Drinceton ,nKersity
Graduate Education for
Careers in Public Affairs
International Relations
Development Studies
Domestic Policy
Economics and Public Policy
Presentation and question-and-answer session will be
held with a Woodrow Wilson School representative.

Your first job after graduation should offer you more than just a
paycheck. In science, education, agriculture, forestry, home
economics, industrial arts and other areas, Peace Corps volunteers
are putting their degrees to work where it's needed most while gaining
the experience of a lifetime:
• Currently 34 graduate schools across the country reserve
scholarships and assistantships specifically for former
Peace Corps members. Many graduate schools offer
academic credit for Peace Corps service.
• Quality work experience recognized by employers.
• Non-competitive eligibility for U.S. Government jobs.
• Language skills.
• Postponement of educational loans.
• $5,400 completion-of-service allowance.
• Opportunity to travel and to experience new cultures.
• And much more. Contact your Placement Office for an
interview appointment today.
SIGN UP FOR INTERVIEWS WITH A PEACE CORPS REPRESENTATIVE TODAY!
Interviews will be held November 2 from 8:30am until 5pm at the
Office of Career Counselling and Placement.

Date:

Tucodav, November 22

Time:

11:00 a.m. and 1:00 p.m.

Place:

see Career Center

FREE PREGNANCY
TESTING
Fast, Accurate,and
Confidential.
Same day results
Counseling services available.
Birth Control and Abortion
services also available.

Hillcrest Clinic
788-440Q
Suburbia Building!5602 Baltimore National Pike
Suite 600/Baltimore, Maryland 21228

Genuine Help and Understanding

*
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The Many Women of Fred Flintstone
,
,
I (Actually, it's really The Gala Cartoons Quiz, but I did get your
3
3
1
1

Win a case of some sort of beer and $10 worth of woodpecker pie

,
,
,„.
,

attention) ;
3

1

O
1
1

Sponsored by Eddie's Supermarket, 3117 St. Paul St., 889-1558; and Eddie's Liquors, 3109 St. Paul St., 243-0221.

1. a) Who is Fred Flintstone's boss? b) What is Instructions: Remember those days when you enjoyed getting up at 6 a.m. on Saturday mornings?
Your only reward, another episode of Bugs Bunny or Speed Racer. Aren't kids warped? This week
1
his club?
it all comes rushing back at you like a bat in a hot handbag outta hell. Answer as many as possible
/ 2. Name the Superfriends.
and
send entries with your phone number to the Gatehouse by 5 p.m. Wednesday. And don't forget,
/ 3. Who owned the store that sold MagiIla Gorilla?
CIOin
the event that I die, Dan Quayle becomes the new QM, so say a prayer.
4. a) Who was in the original cast of Scooby Doo?
1
Results: So many entries, so little time. I think we set a modern Olympic record this week. We got:
b) Name their van.
O
5. a) Name Speed Racer's car. b) Who was his
THIRTY-NINE ENTRIES
O
A deluge. Wow. Then, when you think about it, that's only one for every 100 people who frequent
brother? c) His monkey? d) His girlfriend?
O
this campus. If you throw out the graduate students (there's a thought), it's only one out of every
o 6. Name George of the Jungle's elephant.
seventy. We have to run a quiz for graduate students one day. You know, something like The "Nova"
1 7. What is Conjunction Junction's function?
Quiz, The "Leviathan" Quiz, The "Morton Downey" Quiz.
11
8. a) Who is the voice of Tennessee Tuxedo? b)
Let'
Let's look at The Brady Quiz. Lots of wrong answers, lots of strange answers (someone thought
1
Name Tennessee's sidekick. c) Name his advisor. Marcia was played by Maureen McGovern). Oliver and Sam were popular answers for a few things,
1 9. a) Name George Jetson's family. b) Name his but remember that Oliver came from Carol's side of the family and was thus not a Brady (if I'm
1
dog. c) His maid. d) His company, e) His wrong, the outcome doesn't change anyway), and Sam was too intelligent to be a Brady. When -"
was said and done, we had a tie. Two entrants missed eight of the main questions and three of1
maintenance man.
/ 10. a) What did Bugs do to up the bounty on rab- bonuses. So, I flipped a two-headed coin and . . . .
....the winner is Jodi "I Keep a Papier-Mache Sculpture of Cindy Brady on my Windowsill"
O
bits? b) What was the gangster baby's name? Kefer. Among the answers that seemed to cause the most trouble were: 4) Mike (in the doghouse);
/
c) Where was Rocky hiding?
8)Bobby, Cindy, Jan, Marcia; 12) Bobby (why so many people think Alice sat on a ukelele is beyond
1 11.a) Who is Yogi Bear's best friend? b) His me); 15) Greg (in the goat episode); 17)Carol, Cindy, Jan, Marcia; 19)Mike (his college); 28)Greg,
/
•
•
Marcia, Bobby, Peter (Bobby and Peter were scared out); 29)Mike and Bobby; 31)Alice, Bobby,
girlfriend?
c) Where does Yogi Bear live?
0
Greg,
Peter; 41) Cindy, and later Mike and Carol; 47) Alice and Mike. Then came the bonuses: 1)
12. Who said, "I will gladly pay you Tuesday for a
Don Drysdale, Joe Namath, Wes Parker, and Deacon Jones (Jones mentioned Rosey Grier but Grier
0
hamburger today"? (full name, please)
did not appear himself; only two people got all four of these); 2) 12 A's, 29 B's, and only 7 C's
O
co 13. What is Underdog's secret identity?
(nobody got this one at all, heh, heh, heh); 3) Hope Sherwood (was she that ugly?; another one nobody
O 14. Who is Mighty Mouse's nemesis?
got); 4) The Brady Six, The Silver Platters.
O 15. Who said, "Exit, stage left"?
Winners have two weeks to claim prizes. You must be 21 to collect the beer.
O 16. Who is the voice of Hong Kong Phooey?
M Bonus: Who is stronger, Mighty Mouse or Superman, and why?
O
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Campus Notes
Rather be mating? The JHU Chess
Club has its weekly meeting this and
every Saturday afternoon, from 1 to
4 in the Great Hall. Instruction is
available, and all levels are
welcome.
Mrs. Chin, owner of the Chinese
Gourmet, will be giving a
demonstration of Nutrition in
Chineses Cooking. A CSA Cultural
Festival feature, presented Sunday,
23 October at noon in Room 300,
Shaffer Hall.
Still more news of the CSA! The
mother and daughter Tsai will
dance, then violin Master Yang
plays, all surrounded by an exhibition of traditional Chinese art and
clothing, provided by Mrs. Yue-Ling
Yang of the Chinese Language
School. Guaranteed to be a great
cultural evening on Tuesday, October 25, 8:30 p.m. in the Rat.
Disgusted with sitting at home thinking about your problems? Come to
the Homewood Discussion Group
to talk about gay, lesbian, and bisexual issues on Tuesdays at 7:30 in
the Garrett Room of the MSE library,
Call Adam at 467-2239 for more
information
And, it's time for another Fine Arts
Committee meeting. Come one,
come all, if you have any interest in
the Fine Arts-theatre, music,
sculpture, design, etc. Meeting is
Thursday, October 27 at 7 p.m. in
Gilman 40. Questions? Call Swati at
889-3422 or John at 889-6326. See
you all there!
How was the content of our winter's
disc made a spurious summary by
the scum of this cork? Come and
see the Historical Simulations
historically accurate (more or less)
re-creation of the English Civil War.
Friday. October 27 in Conference
Room A from 4 p.m. to midnight.

There will be a Sailing Club meeting
tober 24 at 7 p.m. Professor Milton
Bavaria in Baltimore! Tanzen and
theon
Tuesday October 25 at 8:00 pm in
Cultural festival 27 October on
Cummings will speak on the upTrinken tonight at 9 p.m. in Lever-Conference
Freshman quad from 12 to 5. Ex
Room B. All members and
coming election. Refreshments will ,
ing Hall. It's Oktoberfest! Three
non-members are welcome.
hibition dayi
be served.
bands. DJ Jello Twister. Pretzels
and $2.00 admission. Refreshments
ISA-Indian Cultural Dance GarIt's time for another Circle K Interwith double ID, sponsored by
NSA presents Ran by Akiro Kurasowa
ba/Dandia Raas. 26 October at 730
national meeting, Wednesday, Ocseveral groups on campus who
on
Thursday (10/17) at 8:00 pm in MD
p.m. in AMR I MPR.
tober 26 at 7:30 in the Garrett
want you to go out and have FUN!
110.
Room. Have some fun, meet great
Native American Speaker-for
people and bring a friend or two.
Interested in the InterCampus ProNSA Aimation presents Yodotoshi
Cultural Festival, Great Hall on
gramming Board? Come to an
(monster city) on 10/28 (this Friday) at
Wednesday. October 26 at 630
The Union Board Committee willorganizational meeting of the
7:30 p.m. in MD110.
p.m.
hold its next meeting Wednesday,
Hopkins branch of the ICPB on
October 26 at 8:30 p.m. in the SAC
Wednesday, October 26 at 7 p.m.
HBA presents a TBA movie in the
office. All those interested in plannin the SAC lobby. Plan parties! Meet
AMR I TV room on Monday, Ocing offbeat events should attend.
people from other schools! Get inAUDITIONS! AUDITIONS! AUDItober 24. Cosponsored by CF.
Also, anyone interested in performvolved! Call Unice at 243-0980 if
TIONS! The Barnstormers are holding
ing during lunch in Levering
you cannot attend.
MESA Speaker and slide show of the
auditions for William Shakespeare's A
Cafeteria should attend.
Comedy of Errors. Sunday, Oct. 23,
Middle East delivered by Prof. HudThe J.S.A. welcomes you to its first
son in Md. 110 on Monday, October
and Monday, Oct. 24, at 6-10 p.m. At
Calliny all JHU band members: To
weekly reform Shabbat Service on Fri24 at 8 p.m.
the Barn Theater. No audition material
(mis) quote Hamlet, "Get thee to a
day, October 21, at 6 P.M., in the T.V.
needed. Come also if interested in
band rehearsal." You know the rest.
room of A.M.R. I.
technical crew, production staff and
BSU poetry readings for CF will be
Sundays at 6 p.m. and
stage/house managing. Questions? Call
opened by the Gospel Choir. SunWednesdays at 7 p.m. at ROTC.
The International Club will hold its first
day. October 23 at 5:30 p.m. in the
Jim at 338-8509.
Call Kathryn or Michelle at 243-5646
event on Tuesday, October 25 at 400
Great Hall,
or 889-1410 respectively with your
pm in the Clipper Room of Shriver Hall.
excuse, which better be good.
A representative from the Department
Flamenco Dancers sponsored by
ATTENTION: FRIDAY PRAYERS
of Commerce will speak about our
OLE and CF. Come and enjoy in the
Each Friday, JHUMA (The Johns
Swamp Thing says: "It would be
economic
relations
with the Soviet
Glass Pavilion on Monday. October
Hopkins University Muslim Association)
horrorible to miss the next meeting
Union, Japan and China. For further in24 at 7 p.m.
conducts Muslim Religious Services in
of the Comic Book Club this Tuesformation, call Mark at 467-6290.
the Great Hall from 1-2 P.M. All are
day at 6:30 p.m. in the Conference
NSA for the Cultural Festival will prewelcome to attend. For more informaRoom A. Find out about Hopsfa's
sent the animated movie Etranger
Halloween party and the auction to
Grad Students! The GRO council,
tion call Adil at 243-4043.
in Md. 110 at 8 p.m. on October 27.
which is the governing body of
put us in the green." For more info
Also, movie RAN, directed by Akiro
graduate students at Homewood,
call Jonah Cohen at 235-3579.
Kurosawa.
meets every other Monday at 5:30
THE SOCIALIST DISCUSSION
p.m. in Conference Room A, LeverGROUP welcomes interested Hopkins
Here are just some of the things
HIF proudly presents fabulous Ining Hall. Each department gets one
and community thinkers to join to
which you can learn at the next
dian Music Concert featuring Jay
meeting of the Bridge Club: The
vote. If your department has not
evaluate the struggle to rebuild society
Kishor on the guitar and Vedang
Chicago Convention, unusual noelected a representative to the
without the obsolete political and
Londhe on the tabla. 3 p.m. on Suntrump, card tricks to amaze your
Council please choose one by the
economic oppression present today.
bay, October 23 in the Great Hall.
next meeting on October 31. Other
We meet weekly-call Bract(467-8332)
friends, and what ice cream flavors
students may also participate in our
for information. Call now.
they've got. Be there Tuesdays at
JSA Israeli dancing at 3 p.m. in the
discussions.
8:00 p.m. in the Snack Bar. Call the
AMR Multipurpose Room. cosponWeisel at 235-3579.
Grad Students! The GRO is looksored by the JHU Cultural Festival.
"Better to light one candle than to curse
ing for people to serve on special
Public Health and the Computerizthe darkness." Come to an Amnesty InciG will be sponsoring a speaker,
interest committees. These include
ed Severity Index-Come hear Dr.
ternational Hopkins letter writing sesa Steering Committee, Financial Aid,
Dr. George Alleyne, for the Cultural
Susan Horn from the School of
sion. The next meeting will be in the
Festival in the Garrett Room on FriHousing, Entertainment, and StuPublic Health present this interesting
Clipper Room, 2nd floor Shaffer Hall,
dent.
day at 5 p.m.
Services.
To
get
in
involved
and informative talk Monday, OcThursday
27th of October, at 800 p.m.
any
of these aspects of grad student
tober 24 at 7:30 p.m. in Latrobe
All are welcome. Please bring collected
life, get in touch with the GRO at our
The Young Democrats will meet in
106. Sponsored by °RSA.
Appeal-a-thon donations.
office in Levering Hall, x7682
the Garrett Room on Monday, OcRefreshments will be served,

